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Abstract

Performance characteristics of a Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation and Control

Redistribution (MMAEICR) algorithm are evaluated against single and double actuator and

sensor failures. MMAE alone can compensate for sensor failures, whereas Control

Redistribution compensates for actuator failures by redistributing commands, initially

intended for failed actuators, to the unfailed actuators in such a way that the desired system

response is achieved. Both failure detection and compensation capabilities are developed

and analyzed through an extensive amount of simulation data, particularly addressing

multiple failures. Simulations are performed utilizing the high-fidelity, non-linear six-

degree-of-freedom Simulation Rapid-Prototyping Facility for the VISTA F-16, for both

benign and maneuvering scenarios. Methods utilized to incorporate the MMAFICR

techniques are examined and modifications required to enhance performance are also

presented. Results are presented which indicate the techniques incorporated provide an

excellent means of both failure detection and compensation for the failures of both actuators

and sensors. Approximately 98 percent of all secondary failures were successfully

detected, and the majority of these detections are shown to occur in less than .5 seconds.

The techniques of Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation and Control Redistribution are

shown to complement each other well by providing improved failure detection in the face of

actuator failures through the redistribution of the dither signal (used to enhance

identifiability when there are no maneuvering commands to excite the system), and

improved control authority through enhanced state variable estimation in the face of sensor

failures. Control Redistribution is also shown to be an effective tool for modifying the

dither to be applied once some actuators have already failed.

x



MULTIPLE MODEL ADAPTIVE ESTIMATION

AND

CONTROL REDISTRIBUTION

FOR THE VISTA F-16

1. Introduction

1.1 Chapter Overview

In this thesis the design of a Multiple Model Adaptive Estimator and Control

Redistribution algorithm for the VISTA F-16 is presented. In Section 1.2 a brief

motivation for this project will be provided. The problem statement and scope of the

research will be presented Sections 1.3 and 1.4 respectively and in Section 1.5 the thesis

format will be outlined.

1.2 Motivation

Reliability has always been a crucial element in development of flight control

systems. The ability of an aircraft to withstand unexpected degradations in the performance

of its equipment, as well as changes in its surrounding environment, has been the topic of

extensive flight control research. The ability of a flight control system to survive abrupt,

severe equipment degradations, such as sensor and actuator failures is an especially

challenging, yet crucial requirement. This requirement for survivability is particularly

critical in modem military aircraft which may be required to fly in hostile environments,

making critical flight control hardware more susceptible to damage and or failure. To make

matters worse, the desired maneuverability of modem fighter jets results in aircraft designs



which have very little, if any, inherent flight stability. It is this instability that makes the

flight control system, and subsequently the rapid detection and compensation of hardware

failures, absolutely critical.

Current state-of-the-art flight control systems rely heavily on physical redundancy

to provide acceptable levels of reliability and survivability. This physical redundancy not

only increases the expense of the flight control system, but also requires extra space and,

perhaps more importantly, contributes additional weight, which limits the aircraft's range

and payload capabilities. Another approach is to design a robust flight control system

which provides some level of control despite changes in flight conditions or degradations in

equipment. This approach has been widely utilized; however, any increase in robustness is

balanced with a corresponding decrease in performance at design conditions, making it

inappropriate for many high performance aircraft. These constraints have resulted in the

desire for reconfigurable flight control systems for high performance aircraft that are both

survivable and reliable without requiring excessive physical redundancies. This type of

flight control system actually adapts to the changes mentioned above, resulting in very

little, if any, performance loss as with the robust system. In this research reconfigurable

flight control is obtained by utilizing Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation (IMAE) [28]

and Control Redistribution [47].

MMAE has been shown to provide accurate estimates of the system's state variables

despite single or even multiple failures of the system's sensors and actuators. By replacing

the flight control system's raw sensor measurement inputs with a set of estimated

measurements, the MMAE provides the desired adaptability to sensor failures. This

technique also provides an accurate means of detecting and isolating the faulty components.

Adaptability to actuator and control surface failures is obtained by a new technique known

as Control Redistribution [47]. Control Redistribution uses the failure information

provided by the MMAE to exploit the functional redundancies which already exist in the

2



various control effectors to provide the required dynamic stability and control of the

aircraft. Essentially, Control Redistribution asks the question: If a given control surface

has failed, how can the remaining control equipment be utilized in such a manner as to

provide the same, or at least acceptable, performance?

1.3 Problem Statement

Previous research has demonstrated the capability of Multiple Model Adaptive

Estimation to provide accurate state estimations despite actuator and sensor failures. This

technique has also been shown to provide excellent detection and isolation of these failures

[9, 10, 11, 38, 47, 48]. Recent research investigating Multiple Model Adaptive Control

has resulted in a new technique entitled Control Redistribution [47]. Preliminary

investigations into Control Redistribution have indicated a tremendous potential to enhance

the survivability of an aircraft control system in the event of actuator failures. This research

provides further insights to this technique. Specifically, the MMAE and Control

Redistribution is shown to be capable of providing appropriate aircraft system responses to

pilot input despite the failure of one, or multiple sensors and/or actuators. As with the

previous research, the truth model used to confirm these capabilities is the Simulation

Rapid-Prototyping Facility (SRF) VISTA F-16 simulation [9, 10,11, 47]. The SRF

provides a state-of-the-art, nonlinear, 6-degree-of-freedom model of the VISTA F-16.

Simulations were carefully constructed to provide both a realistic and challenging

environment for this enhanced flight control system.

1.4 Assumptions

Because the verification of the SRF as a valid truth model of the VISTA F-16 is

beyond the scope of this thesis, its accuracy is assumed to be acceptable. To evaluate the

capabilities of the MMAE and the Control Redistribution system, sensor and actuator

3



failure models have been developed based on previous research, and enhancements as

suggested by the thesis advisor and sponsor. It is assumed that these failure models will

accurately represent actual failure modes of the VISTA F- 16.

1.5 Thesis Format

This thesis is presented in five chapters. The motivation for developing an MMAE

Control Redistribution system is presented in Chapter 1, along with the problem statement

and assumptions. Chapter 2 provides a brief history of MMAE and Control Redistribution.

Also in Chapter 2, the concepts of MMAE and Control Redistribution are explained, along

with the modifications necessary for this application. The details of the truth, design and

error models are presented in Chapter 3, as well as the development of the MMAE models

and Control Redistribution algorithm for this specific application. The results of this

research are reported in Chapter 4, and conclusions and recommendations are found in

Chapter 5. Additional information is listed in the appendices to facilitate future research.
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2. Algorithm Development

2.1 Chapter Overview

This chapter presents the basic background required to understand the various

techniques utilized in this research. Section 2.2 presents a brief history of the development

of the MMAE and Control Redistribution concepts. The details of the two concepts are

presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, and the modifications required for this specific

application are presented in Section 2.5.

2.2 Concept History

This research examines the combination of a concept that has been under

development over the past thirty years with one that has only recently been proposed. The

concept of utilizing Multiple Model techniques to provide state estimations in systems

containing time varying parameters has its origins as far back as 1965. At that time, the

usefulness of the technique was limited by the computational and memory capabilities

available. With current technology, computer capabilities have improved to the point where

the Multiple Model techniques can now be implemented in applications requiring real time

processing. In contrast, the Control Redistribution technique has resulted from very recent

efforts in research performed at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT).

Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation was first presented in a paper by Magill in

1965 [22]. Magill does not actually use the term MMAE; however, the concept of

providing separate estimations from filters based on a parameter discretization, and

blending these estimations to form the "optimal adaptive estimate" is clearly the beginning

of MMAE as it is currently used in practice. Subsequent efforts by Lainiotis [21] focused
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on appending each elemental filter in the MMAE with a separate controller, forming the

structure known as Multiple Model Adaptive Control (MMAC). While this research does

not utilize the MMAC approach directly, the developments in this area have defined several

key aspects of the MMAE. One particularly noteworthy effort was that of Athans et. al.

[2]. The research presented by Athans develops an MMAC to handle parameter variations

due to changing flight conditions. The Athans work introduces several issues which must

be considered in an MMAE development, such as the research presented here. These

issues include the use of a lower bound on the probability calculations to improve the

responsiveness of the system, the effect of a phenomenon referred to as "beta dominance"

(developed further in Section 2.3), and the use of dither input signals to assist in the

identification of failures in benign conditions. Also developed in this paper, and in

subsequent work by Chang and Athans [8], is the realization that adaptive techniques of

this nature do not, in general, provide optimal estimations or control calculations. While

proofs do exist, in the discretized case, that show the MMAE converges to a point estimate

closest to the true parameter value in the Baram distance measure sense [3, 4, 5], optimality

can only be shown to exist if the unknown parameters are exactly matched in one of the

elemental filters, and if those parameters remain constant. Realistically, this exact match

can never actually occur, and, with the exception of initial parameter value acquisition, the

case of constant parameters eliminates the need of adaptive techniques. The fact that an

MMAE performs a Bayesian type blending of outputs, which in turn requires that a lower

bound be placed on the probability of correctness assigned to each filter in order to handle

time-varying parameter values (discussed further in Section 2.5.1) precludes it from ever

being considered truly optimum, even if an exact replication of the parameters were

available. However, it is this blending of several hypothesis which allows the designer of

an MMAE to perform a relatively coarse discretization of the time varying parameter space,

thus making the MMAE a feasible approach. Athans continued beyond the issue of

optimality by showing that, with various (albeit ad-hoc) considerations, this heuristic

6



method had the potential to provide quick, accurate estimations despite time-varying

parameters.

Even with the increased computational capabilities of present computer technology,

a single-level approach to the discretization of a given parameter space can quickly result in

an overwhelming number of elemental Kalman filters. For example, it will be shown that

the number of possible single and double hard failure hypotheses for the aircraft considered

in this research is 67. While the Bayesian blending mentioned above eliminates the need to

define the infinite possible hypotheses for partial failures, a limit will still exist concerning

the coarseness of the discretization. For this reason, hierarchical structures, first

introduced by Fry and Sage [12] are used. The research by Fry and Sage used MMAE for

system identification and broke the problem into separate subsystems, each with its own

parameter. This technique reduced the number of filters which had to be on-line at any

given time. Hierarchical structures have been extensively developed in AIT research [9,

10, 11, 35, 37, 47, 48]. This research will also use a hierarchical approach. Here, the

system examines the possibility of only one failure at any given time. The multiple model

algorithm will rely on a bank of filters, each of which hypothesizes a single failure (one of

eleven possible) or no failure. Once a failure occurs, the system switches to a second bank

which contains filters hypothesizing two failures (the first of which has just been declared),

a filter hypothesizing only the recently declared failure, and a filter hypothesizing no

failures. The last, no failure, hypothesis allows the algorithm to "back out" of the second

bank of filters and return to the first bank if subsequent measurements indicate that the first

failure declaration was erroneous. Only one bank of filters will be on line at any given

time, which reduces the number of on-line filters from 67 (a no-failure hypothesis plus all

possible single and double combinations considered simultaneously) to 12. This technique

will be explained in more detail in Section 2.4.
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Several significant contributions to the development of the MMAE/MMAC concept

have been made by the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT). Under the guidance of

Dr. Peter Maybeck, several significant contributions in this area have been made in the

utilization of these techniques. Many applications have been, and continue to be examined,

including flight control [9, 10, 11, 19, 20, 31, 32, 44, 47], control of flexible space

structures [16, 34, 46], response enhancements to virtual reality simulators [18], target

tracking with infrared sensors and lasers [33], and the detection of jamming and spoofing

signals in navigation systems utilizing the Global Positioning System, or GPS [51].

In 1985 Maybeck and Suizu [36] examined the beta dominance phenomena and

were able to alleviate the situation by eliminating the beta term in their calculations. The

term "beta dominance" refers to the false failure declarations which occur due to the f
3 k term

in the probability weighting calculation for each filter (explained further in Sections 2.3.3

and 2.5.2). This development has been extremely useful in increasing the accuracy of

failure declarations in subsequent AFIT MMAC/MMAE research [9, 10, 11, 17, 19, 20,

29, 35, 38, 39, 47, 48, 50].

The concept of a "moving bank" hierarchical technique was developed to reduce

the number of on-line filters and has been used extensively in AFIT research [15, 16, 25,

30, 34, 46]. This concept has been used to control the vibration and bending of a large,

flexible space structure and also in several flight control applications, including that which

is presented here.

Flight control applications of MMAC/MMAE at AFIT have been quite numerous.

Pogoda's research [31, 32, 44] provided the first MMAC/MIMAE flight control application

in 1988. The work by Pogoda examined failure detection on the STOL F-15. This

research with the STOL F-15 was continued by Stevens [35, 48] in 1989. Stevens utilized

the MMAC to compensate for both partial and multiple failures. Stevens utilized the

8



Bayesian blending technique mentioned previously in this section (developed in more detail

in Section 2.4) to allow for partial failure modes which were not specifically hypothesized

by one of the elemental filters. Stevens developed the concept of scalar residual monitoring

to reduce false failure declarations and also presented more evidence that the removal of the

beta term will also alleviate this problem. Stevens also was the first to establish the specific

form of hierarchical technique for multiple-failure detection.

In 1990, Martin [23] developed an MvIAC system for the AFTI F-16. Martin's

research led to the design of several elemental Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controllers

for an MMWAC for both the longitudinal and lateral directional channels. At this point

Multiple Model techniques for the Variable-Stability In-flight Simulator Test Aircraft

(VISTA) F-16 were initiated. Both Stratton [50] and Menke [38, 39] developed MMAE-

based controllers for the VISTA F-16 in 1991 and 1993, respectively. This research

provided several developments including the use of dither signals to enhance observability,

and scalar residual monitoring as a means of corroborating the detection of failures. Also

in 1993, MMAE-based control research was performed by Lane [19, 20] and Hanlon [17,

29] on the LAMBDA unmanned research vehicle (URV). This LAMBDA URV research

examined several issues including probability smoothing to reduce the occurrence of false

or improper failure declarations and enhancing failure detection through residual

propagation. Residual propagation allows the Kalman filters to propagate several sample

periods before measurement updating, allowing residuals in filters based on wrong

hypotheses to grow larger than they would with updates every sample period. This

process makes these residuals more distinguishable from the residuals in the filter which is

based on the correct hypothesis. The LAMBDA research also examined the effects of

increasing the scalar penalty on measurement residuals to enhance the response time of the

algorithm.
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In 1994 and 1995 the VISTA F-16 research continued with the both Eide and

Stepaniak [9, 10, 11, 47]. This research utilized the nonlinear six degree-of-freedom

Simulation Rapid-Prototyping Facility (SRF) to provide a more realistic truth model for the

development and analysis of the design than the linearized simulation models used

previously. In Eide's research, an MMAE-based control system was developed. This

research developed the elemental filters to detect both single and double hard failures, and

is the basis for the MMAE which will be utilized in the research presented here. In addition

to the development and evaluation of the MMAE-based controller, Eide also presents

several key observations in the area of residual monitoring. An important example of these

observations is that the residuals of a filter based on the correct hypothesis of the system's

condition are shown to display the basic traits of zero-mean, white, Gaussian noise, while

the residuals of the filter with an incorrect hypotheses often contain the obvious

characteristics of the applied dither signal (dither is often applied to increase the

observability of the system and will be discussed further in Section 2.5.4). Stepaniak

attempted to develop an MMAC for the VISTA F- 16 (the differences between the MMAE-

based controller and MMAC will be further developed in Section 2.4). Stepaniak utilized

the work of Menke for the MMAE portion of the design, then developed individual

elemental LQG controllers for the output of each filter. Several unresolved numerical and

modeling difficulties led to an unsatisfactory design in this case. Undaunted, Stepaniak

developed a new technique to take advantage of the MMAE output. This technique, labeled

MMAE-Based Control with Control Redistribution, utilizes failure information from the

MMAE to "redistribute" the control inputs away from failed or unhealthy surfaces, to the

proper combination of those which will provide the same aircraft system response. This

technique takes advantage of inherent redundancies present in the control surfaces of the

aircraft. Stepaniak had very little time to verify this concept, but his preliminary efforts

show excellent promise.
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The research presented herein picks up at the end of Stepaniak's work. The concept of

Control Redistribution is thoroughly tested for many types of failure scenarios, and several

modifications and conclusions are also presented.

2.3 Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation

2.3.1 Overview

The control of complex systems such as aircraft can only be accomplished by first

estimating the various state variables that depict the properties or conditions of the system

and which govern the desired response. These "states" are typically estimated based on a

mathematical model of the system, previously applied control inputs, and sensed

measurements of the actual conditions. The accuracy of the mathematical model is based,

in part, on various parameters within its structure. Because some or all of these parameter

values may vary over time, the need exists for an estimator that will adapt to these

variations. In this research, a technique referred to as Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation

(MMAE) is used to provide this capability.

The basic concept behind MMAE is actually quite simple. Rather than developing

one state estimator, or system model, based on a single value for each parameter, several

models are constructed, each depicting a different hypothesized set of values of the

parameter vector within the appropriate parameter space. A filter based on each of these

models is then subjected to the same set of control and sensor inputs, while the estimation

performance (as indicated by the filter residuals) of each is monitored to determine which is

the best hypothesis at any given time. The basic structure of the Multiple Model Adaptive

Estimator is depicted in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1 Multiple Model Adaptive Estimator

In order to design each of the models discussed above, the extent of the parameter

variations, or parameter space, must be determined. Once this has been accomplished, a

representative discretization of this parameter space must be determined based on a trade-

off between computational burden and the fidelity of the representation. The values chosen

for this discretized parameter space are typically depicted by the vectors a1, a2 , .... , aK.

Performance monitoring of each filter is accomplished by comparing its predicted

measurement values with those actually provided by the system sensors. This difference,

or residual, is then used by the Conditional Hypothesis Probability Evaluator to determine

the probability that the model within that filter is the model that best describes the current

behavior of the system. Once this probability has been determined, two approaches can be
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taken to determine the final state estimation. The first method simply outputs the estimates

from the filter which has been assigned the highest probability. This technique, referred to

as maximum a posteriori (MAP), is appropriate for applications in which all possible

parameter values can be depicted in the discretization discussed above. The second method

applies a statistical weighting to each model output equivalent to the probability of its

correctness. Each of the weighted filter outputs is then summed, resulting in a Bayesian

blending of each elemental state estimator. This technique provides estimates which are

somewhere between those of the actual elemental models, thus allowing a continuous

parameter space, with infinite possible variations, to be depicted with a discrete number of

models. This Bayesian form of MMAE is what is depicted in Figure 2-1.

In this research the parameter space used to generate the various estimators in the

MMAE depicts all of the possible failure conditions of the sensors and control surface

actuators of the VISTA F-16. Initially it might appear as though all of these failure modes

could be easily represented by a finite number of parameter values, thus allowing the MAP

version of the MMAE discussed above. This approach does not consider the infinitely

possible partial failures which could occur in any of the modeled sensors or actuators.

Fortunately, the Bayesian blending approach does account for this partial failure mode by

blending the estimates of the models which depict either no failures, or fully failed

components. The ability of the Bayesian blended MMAE to provide adequate performance

against partial failures, despite the lack of elemental filters explicitly depicting any such

hypotheses, has been extensively demonstrated in previous research [9, 10, 11, 39, 35,

38, 47, 48].

2.3.2 Kalman Filters

The state estimators used in the MMAE of this research are Kalman filters. Each

filter provides a state estimate which is based on an internal model of the system (including
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a particular hypothesized failure), the previously applied control inputs, and the sensor

measurements. Since the sensor measurements of the VISTA F-16 are sampled (at 64 Hz),

the Kalman filters for the MMAE are designed in the discrete-time domain. It is assumed

that the reader has a basic understanding of the Kalman filter, and therefore only the

equations are presented here. The complete derivation of these equations can be found in

Maybeck [26].

The dynamics model of the system is assumed to be a linear, time-invariant,

discrete-time system as described by Equation (2.1):

x(ti) = 4D X(t) + BdU(ti) + Gdwd(ti)

(2.1)

z(t) = Hx(ti) + DzU(ti) + v(ti)

where x represents the vector of system states, u the control input vector, and z the

measurement vector. The dynamics driving noise Wd and measurement corruption noise v

are both discrete-time, white Gaussian noises, each having the following statistics:

E[wd(ti)] = 0 E[Wd(ti) WdT(ti)] = Qd

E[v(ti)] = 0 E[v(t1)vT(ti)] = R

E[Wd(ti)v T(ti)] = 0 (2.2)
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The propagation equations for each filter are given below in Equations (2.3) and (2.4):

A 
A k 

(23

Xk(ti+ ) = D k xk(ti ) + Bdk u(ti) (2.3)

Pk(ti+l-) = 'Ik Pk (t)i )DkT + Gd Qd G j (2.4)

where Ak(ti+,-) represents the kt elemental filter estimate of the system states just before the

measurement update at time ti,4 , and Pk(ti+l) represents the state error covariance matrix for

that elemental filter. Finally, the update equations which incorporate the sensor

measurements are given below in Equations (2.5) and (2.6):

Xk (ti+) = Xk (ti) + Kk (ti) rk(t) (2.5)

Pk (ti+) = Pk (t-) - Kk (ti)Hkpk (ti-) (2.6)

where

rk(t) = z(t) - Hk Xk (ti) - Dzu(t) (2.7)

Kk (t) = Pk (t[) HkTAk"(ti) (2.8)

Ak(t) = Hk Pk (t;)HkT + Rk (2.9)
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In these equations the times (ti-) and (ti') represent the times just before and just after the

sensor measurements are provided. The residual vector discussed in Section 2.3.1 is

defined by Equation (2.7) and is utilized in Equation (2.5) for the update of the state

estimates. These residuals are zero-mean and their covariance is represented by Ak(t), as

shown by Equation (2.9). The actual Kalman filters used in this research are steady-state

constant-gain filters, which eliminate the need for the time arguments shown on Pk, Kk,

and Ak.

2.3.3 Conditional Hypothesis Probability Evaluator

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, and depicted in Figure 2-1, the Conditional

Hypothesis Probability Evaluator utilizes the residual information to assign a probability of

correctness weighting to each filter output. This probability can be expressed as

pk(t ) = prob{a=ak I Z(ti)=Zi} (2.10)

where Z(t) represents the history of sensor measurements up to an including time ti, a is

the parameter random variable representing the failure condition, and ak is the realization of

the failure assumed by the kth filter [47]. This probability is shown in [27] to be calculated

by

f.(t1)laZ(ti_l)(Zi I akZi-x)' Pk(ti-1)
Pk(ti) = K (2.11)

fZt!)1a'z(tJ) (zi I a , Zi_1) . pj (ti 1)
j=1

where

fz(ti)Ia,zti.(zi lak, Zi) k(t) exp{ (t)A(ti)rk(ti) (2.12)
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( ,(t2) = 1 (2.13)(2r) IAJOt~l

The actual probability information is depicted in the numerator of Equation (2.11), and the

denominator scales the calculation to ensure that the summation of the probabilities from

each filter equals one:

K

pk(t) >0 for all k and pk = 1 (2.14)
k=1

Equation (2.11) is the density function of the kh Kalman filter's residuals, which were

shown in Section 2.3.2 to be zero-mean, white, Gaussian, with covariance Ak(ti).

The quadratic term depicted in Equation (2.12) provides a good insight to the

method by which the Conditional Hypothesis Probability Evaluator determines how each

filter should be weighted. To examine this term, let it first be defined as the likelihood

quotient:

Lk(t) = rkT(t)Ak7 (tj)rk(t) (2.15)

Close examination of Equation (2.15) reveals that, in the scalar measurement case, it is

indeed a quotient between the square of the residual from the kth filter to the predicted

variance computed by the same filter. If this filter's hypothesized failure does indeed match

the actual conditions of the system, the value of Lk(t) will be on the order of m, the

dimension of the residual vector rk(t), and the measurement vector zk(t). If, however, the

hypothesis of the particular filter does not match the actual system, then the residual vector,
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r k , will increase in magnitude, resulting in an increase in the likelihood quotient. Since this

quotient is multiplied by a negative scalar, then used as the exponential term in Equation

(2.12), it can be seen that the result will be a decrease in probability density value if the

system deviates from the hypothesis of a particular filter. Using this information, Equation

(2.11) calculates the appropriate weighting for each filter.

2.4 Control Redistribution

2.4.1 Overview

As mentioned in Section 1.2, this research examines the combination of a MMAE

with a technique known as Control Redistribution to provide the VISTA-F16 with

acceptable flight control in the presence of failed components. Figure 2-2 shows how this

structure has been implemented in past research [47].

Block 40 u Control U VISTA F-16
Flight Control System Redistribution Dynamics

MMAE

Figure 2-2 MMAE with Control Redistribution

Figure 2-2 shows that the MMAE, which was described in Section 2.3.3, provides

estimates of both the parameter value and the system measurements (the latter to be used to

replace raw sensor measurements, to protect against sensor failures). This is accomplished

by using the probability weightings from the Conditional Hypothesis Probability Evaluator

on the outputs of the Kalman filters (for the measurement estimates) as well as the sets of

parameters for which each filter is designed. This structure is shown in Figure 2-3, where
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i is shown being passed to the controller; with this i, i and can be generated as [H £ +

Du]. Note also that the controller in Figure 2-3 is the cascade combination of the "Block

40 Flight Control System" and the "Control Redistribution" blocks shown in Figure 2-2.

By utilizing the existing Block 40 Flight Control System for the VISTA F- 16, the reliability

and survivability of the aircraft can be enhanced, while simultaneously guaranteeing that the

desirable characteristics of the current flight control system are maintained. Since the

existing flight control system remains intact, this proposed structure would also be

relatively easy and inexpensive to implement and test.

Kalman Filrter E
obased on a m

Sr1
zi Kalman Filter X2  X Cntollr- !

based on a 2
r2

_ Kalman Filter K :

based on a K r 20 0 a

Conditional Hypothesis P2
Probability Evaluator V

Figure 2-3 MMAE with Parameter Estimation

Based on the parameter estimation from the MMAE, the Control Redistribution

algorithm manipulates the original control vector, u, to form a new control vector ur. If the

MMAE is estimating that no failure exists in the aircraft's actuators, then ur will be identical

to u, i.e. the control inputs from the Block 40 flight control system will pass directly to

their intended actuators. However, if the MMAE has detected an actuator failure, the
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Control Redistribution algorithms output ur will effectively reroute the intended command

signals away from failed actuators to the combination of those which can provide the same

desired aircraft system response.

2.4.2 Algorithm Development

Stepaniak's development of the Control Redistribution technique [47] is based on

equating the redistributed control input of a failed system, to the control input of a fully

functional system as shown in Equation (2.16):

BfaillUr = Bu (2.16)

where the control input distribution matrix for the failed and fully functional system are

represented by Bfail and B, respectively. Note that Bfail is simply B with a single column

(corresponding to the specific failed actuator ) zeroed out. The redistributed and normal

control inputs are represented by ur and u, respectively. To obtain the vector ur, u is

multiplied by a redistribution matrix Dail which corresponds to the complete failure of the

ith actuator (thus the subscript "ai").

Ur = Daiu (2.17)

It is exactly this matrix, Dail for i = 1, 2, ... , [number of scalar control variables], which

must be computed a priori for the algorithm to accomplish the required objective.

To simulate the failure of a particular actuator, the corresponding column of control

input distribution matrix B, is multiplied by a constant, 0 < e < 1 (where e = 0 corresponds
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to a total failure). This is accomplished by forming the matrix Fai (where the subscript d

again denotes the ith actuator) which results in the following relationship:

Bfail = BFai (2.18)

Substituting equations (2.17) and (2.18) into (2.16), the following relationship is obtained:

BFaiDai= B (2.19)

To the casual observer, it would appear that Equation (2.19) indicates that the distribution

matrix, Da, is simply equal to the inverse of the failure matrix Fail A more careful analysis

would reveal that a definite problem exists with this solution if Fai is rank deficient. This

certainly will be the case if the value of e, which indicates the failure in a row of Fail is

zero, denoting a total failure of a particular actuator. Therefore the pseudoinverse of BFai

is required to obtain an approximation of Dai:

Dai = (BFai)t B (2.20)

where the superscript t indicates the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. The results of

Equation (2.20) will be the identity matrix with the exception of the i h column, which will

be replaced with a column that will redistribute the control inputs, away from the failed ith

actuator, to an appropriate combination of the remaining, healthy, actuators. A typical

example of a Control Redistribution matrix, Dail is provided in Equation (2.21). Here, Dai

corresponds to the first failure hypothesis (i = 1), which corresponds to a failed left

stabilator.
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0 0 0 0 0"

1 1 0 0 0

Dal= 0.9060 0 1 0 0 (2.21)

-0.9060 0 0 1 0

-0.7802 0 0 0 1

Because the (1,1) position of the matrix in Equation (2.21) is zero, no command will be

sent to the left stabilator. Any requirement for this actuator will instead be redistributed to

the other control surfaces as indicated by the remainder of the first column. If the failure

indicated by the matrix F j indicates a partial failure, Equation (2.20) will yield the exact

relationship. While it might be argued that the occurrence of a partial failure is more likely

than a total failure (the latter resulting in the approximate solution), some level of

consolation is obtained from knowing that the pseudoinverse does give the closest

approximation in the least squares sense [49]. This research investigates the Control

Redistribution algorithm for single and multiple fully failed (s = 0) components.

2.5 Required Modifications

As discussed in Section 2.2, past research in the Multiple Model concept has

resulted in several modifications to improve the performance characteristics of the

technique. Several of these general modifications, as well some specific to this application,

are incorporated into this research. The Control Redistribution, while being a relatively

new concept, has also required a few modifications to enhance the performance of this

design.
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2.5.1 Lower Bounding

Because the probability weighting calculation shown in Equation (2.11) is recursive

(i.e. the calculation of pk(t) is based on the result of pk(ti-1)), the result can never be allowed

to equal zero. This occurrence would result in any future calculation for that particular

weighting to be forced to zero, thereby locking out the kth filter's hypothesis. Since the

MMAE relies more heavily on the relative weighting between the elemental filters, this

situation is resolved by equally limiting each Pk to a lower bound. As mentioned in Section

2.2, this concept was first introduced by Athans in his F-8C research [2]. The necessary

adjustments are made so that the summation of the probabilities, as depicted in Equation

(2.13), still equals one. While increasing the lower bound enhances the responsiveness of

the MMAE, it also makes it more susceptible to false alarms and other undesirable

behavior. Based on research performed by Stevens [35, 48], a bound of 0.001 was found

to be satisfactory for this application.

2.5.2 Beta Dominance

Returning once again to the work of Athans [2], the issue of beta dominance is now

addressed. Recall that the [Pk term is also related to the probability weighting calculation

pk(t) shown in Equation (2.11), and first appeared in the density calculation of Equation

(2.12) and is defined in Equation (2.13). These equations are repeated here for

convenience:

fz(ti)Ia,Z(tij,)(Zi I ak,Zi), Pk(ti-1) (2.11)Pk (t) = K2.1

X A(,i )Ia,Z(t_ 1 ) (Zi I a, Zi_1) . p1 (ti_1)
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where

1iT 1

fz(t)Izcti)(Zi lak, Zi_1 ) = fik(t) exp{ - frk  (ti)A k-'(ti)rk(t)} (2.12)

f1k(t/) = (2.13)(27c) " IAk(ti)l

The actual term "Beta Dominance" refers to the tendency of the MMAE to make erroneous

failure declarations due to the effect of the beta term on filters with similar rTA-lr terms. If

this quadratic form of two filters are nearly equal, they should, hopefully, receive a

correspondingly nearly equal weighting from Equation (2.11). However, because of the

beta term, the filter estimates with the lower magnitude determinant of filter-predicted

covariance, Ak, will incorrectly be weighted higher. Since the covariance calculation relies

heavily on the values contained in H (see Equation (2.5)), those filters which have

hypothesized a sensor failure (by zeroing out a row of H) will tend to be disproportionately

weighted, leading to false alarms on sensors.

Previous AFIT research into this problem has revealed that an effective method of

dealing with this issue is to simply remove the beta term from the density calculation of

Equation (2.11) [35, 36, 48], yielding the following replacement:

1T 1

fz(t)Ia,Z(t,.i)(Zi lak, Zi-1) = exp{ - rk (ti)Ak(ti)rk(ti)} (2.22)

Because of this change, Equation (2.21) can no longer be considered a true density

calculation since the area under this function is no longer one. For the MMAE, this issue is
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of little importance, since (2.21) is utilized only to determine the probability weightings in

Equation (2.11), and the denominator of that equation will continue to ensure that the

probabilities sum to one, as stated in Equation (2.14).

2.5.3 Scalar Penalty

As with previous research in this area [9, 10, 11, 39, 38, 47] the magnitude of the

scalar coefficient (-1/2) found in the quadratic term of Equation (2.12) was utilized to

adjust the sensitivity of the MMAE. The magnitude of this term has been found to have a

direct relationship with the responsiveness of the of the adaptation process, increasing the

speed at which the probability weightings of mismatched filters are forced toward zero.

This improvement is met with a corresponding increase in false alarms, thereby limiting its

usefulness. Therefore, a value of (-1/2) has been used throughout this research.

2.5.4 Dither

Despite the exceptional failure detection efforts of the MMAE, certain failure

conditions are still somewhat challenging. This is due to the fact that, under certain

conditions, one or more of the parameters could lack sufficient identifiability. The

identifiability problem is better understood by considering the fact that the filters which

compose the MMAE rely on control inputs (to excite the system in order to enhance

identifiability) as well as sensor measurements to make their estimations. If an actuator

fails while its corresponding control surface is in free steam, and an aircraft is in steady-

level flight (i.e. no control input is being applied to the actuator), then the MMBAE will have

no chance of detecting the problem. One might argue that, under these conditions, the

detection of the failure is not required; however, the objective of any system such as that

proposed by this research is to detect the failure and provide the necessary compensation

before it becomes a serious problem. One method of enhancing failure detection in such a
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benign environment is to apply dither signals to actuators of the aircraft. These signals

provide the actuators with continually applied, low magnitude, control signals which excite

the surfaces and allow the sensors to provide the necessary feedback so that the MMAE can

adequately detect any failures. An extensive amount of research has been performed to

determine the most effective magnitude and type of dither [14, 45]. The problem has two

opposing constraints: first, the signals must be strong enough to provide increased

identifiability of actuator failures, and second, the signals must be low enough so as to be

subliminal to the pilot. Past research efforts [9, 10, 11, 39, 38, 47] at AFIT with the

VISTA F-16 have utilized sinusoidal signals with a frequency of 15 radians/second and

limited the magnitude to below + 0.1 g's in the longitudinal direction, and + 0.2 g's in the

lateral direction.

Despite an exceptional amount of effort in this area, problems still exist. This is

especially true for the case of multiple failure situations in which the first declared failure is

an actuator. When the first actuator failure occurs, the decrease in control authority directly

affects the ability to detect any future failures. This problem is easily understood when one

considers the fact that the dither signal discussed above is no longer having any effect on

the control surface corresponding to the failed actuator. Therefore, the system is not

excited enough to enhance parameter identifiability as much as in the unfailed-actuator case.

In this research, the dither signal is applied via the Control Redistribution portion of the

system so that the dither will continue to add full benefit to the detection of multiple

failures. The results of this approach are reported in Chapter 4.

2.5.5 Control Redistribution

In Chapter 4, the results of routing the dither signal through the Control

Redistribution portion of the system show that this technique does assist in the detection of

failures, especially in the case of multiple failures in which the first failure is an actuator.
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Unfortunately, this technique also resulted in some difficulties. Because the dither signals

used were optimized to provide rapid single failure detection, they fluctuate the actuators at

rates which sometimes reach the saturation limits. This is not a problem until Control

Redistribution reroutes the commands intended for failed actuators, to those which are

behaving normally. For actual pilot commanded inputs, this is not a problem, since the

dither signals are only required during steady level flight, and are therefore turned off

during any input from the pilot. If, however, one or more actuators fail and there is no

pilot commanded input, the dither signal will be compounded on the remaining healthy

actuators, in an attempt to provide the same observability and failure detection capability as

for a fully functional aircraft. If this new, compounded dither signal surpasses the rate

limits of any given actuator, the corresponding motion of that surface will no longer follow

the linear model upon which the Kalman filters were based. The result of this departure

from linear response will be unpredictable fluctuations in the residuals from the Kalman

filters based on each hypothesis model, which, in-turn, will result in erratic and false

failure declarations. To remedy this situation, the redistributed dither signals were scaled

so that they would not result in the rate saturation of any actuators. This problem, its

solution, and the results are all included in Chapter 4.

2.5.6 Hierarchical Structure

Due to the number of failure possibilities that exist for this problem, and the

relatively rapid sampling rate with which the bank of elemental filters within the MMAE

must be updated (64 Hz), the simple, one-level, structure of the MMAE in Figure 2-1 is

clearly not an option. In the general case, if there are K separate single failure

combinations, the number of required filter hypotheses would be K+1 (including the fully

functional model). If the double failure is considered, this number increases to

K!
1+ K + (K - 2)!. 2!" The MMAE used in this research considers the failure of 5 sensors and
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6 actuators, making K=1 1. This results in 67 filters being required to hypothesize all

failure possibilities. Clearly the computational requirements to implement 67 Kalman filters

(each having 11 states) and the corresponding Conditional Hypothesis Probability

Evaluator, all of which would be required to perform the necessary calculations presented

in Section 2.3, would be enormous.

In an effort to bring this computational requirement down to a more manageable

level, Stevens [35, 48] developed the hierarchical structure depicted in Figure 2-4. This

structure requires the MMAE first to examine the possibility of a single failure (12-filter)

case. Once a single failure has been detected, the filters used in the single failure case (level

0) are replaced by the bank of filters which considers a second failure. This second bank

will contain one filter that models just the currently declared failure, 10 filters that model

the currently declared failure plus the failure of one of the remaining components, plus one

.. V L 0 LEVE

lF.U1 .#2

Figure 2-4 Hierarchical Structure
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filter based on a fully functional aircraft model, which will allow the system to go back to

level 0. By requiring the MMAE to observe only the next possible failure, the required

number of on-line filters at any time is reduced from 67 to 12.

2.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented the background required to understand this research effort. A

brief history of Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation and Control Redistribution techniques

was provided, concentrating on research that has been performed at AFIT. This

background was followed by the specific algorithm development of each technique.

Starting with the MMAE, both the Kalman filter and the Conditional Hypothesis

Probability Evaluator were developed. The Control Redistribution concept was then

presented, showing the development of the approximation for the Control Redistribution

matrix. The Modifications required for this research are presented in Section 2.5. This

section discusses lower bounding, beta dominance, scalar penalty modifications, dither,

and the hierarchical structure of the MMAE for this application. Chapter 3 will build on

these concepts, presenting the details of the design utilized for this research.
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3. Aircraft Models

3.1 Chapter Overview

In this chapter the aircraft models used to develop and test the MMAE and Control

Redistribution algorithms are presented. First, a brief introduction to the aircraft is

provided, together with the justifications for its choice in this research. The following

sections provide the details concerning the truth model, design model, and failure models.

These models are used with the concepts developed in Chapter 2 to construct and evaluate

the Multiple Model Adaptive Estimator and Control Redistribution algorithm.

3.2 The Aircraft

This research is performed on the Variable-Stability In-Flight Simulator Test

Aircraft (VISTA) F-16. This aircraft was developed to provide an in-flight simulator for

various high performance military aircraft. The control system of the VISTA F-16 can be

configured so that the aircraft will emulate the characteristics of other aircraft. This

capability provides an extremely flexible tool to develop and evaluate aircraft control

systems. This capability also provides a safe and realistic means to train pilots for these

systems. The VISTA F-16 was built using a modified F-16D airframe by Calspan and

General Dynamics [52].

The principle reason for using the VISTA F-16 in this research is to facilitate the

continuation of previous research which has been performed at AFIT [9, 47]. Originally,

the primary reason for choosing this platform was based on the availability of an accurate

truth model and advanced simulation tools at the Flight Dynamics Directorate of Wright

Laboratory.
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3.3 Truth Model

In order to evaluate the performance of the MMAE and Control Redistribution

algorithm, a truth model is needed which will provide an accurate simulation of the real

world environment and a proper statistical portrayal of estimation errors committed by each

filter and the MMAE in that "real world" environment [26]. As mentioned in Section 3.2,

the truth model was provided by the Flight Dynamics Directorate at Wright Laboratory.

The VISTA simulation used for the truth model runs as part of the Simulation

Rapid-Prototyping Facility (SRF) and incorporates General Dynamics VISTA F- 16

simulation software with variable stability flight control system software provided by

Calspan. The SRF VISTA F-16 simulation provides a full six-degree-of-freedom truth

model which incorporates the aircraft's nonlinear equations of motion, advanced actuator

modeling, the complete Block 40 controller, and the aileron to rudder interconnect which is

used to provide coordinated turns. The Transportable Applications Executive (TAE)

provides the interface to allow the user to configure the F- 16, select a flight condition, and

command the pilot inputs in non-real time [52].

Throughout this sequence of research, several modifications have been made to the

FORTRAN source code of the SRF VISTA F-16 simulation [9, 10, 11, 47]. These

changes were made to accommodate the multiple model architecture and to provide a more

accurate depiction of the real world environment. These changes include the incorporation

of a more precise wind model based on a zero-order Dryden wind model [9, 10, 11, 31,

32, 44], the incorporation of code which allows the simulation of simultaneous dual

failures [9, 10, 11], the incorporation of sensor noise [9, 10, 11], and the replacement of

the lateral acceleration measurement computation by a linear model [47].
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3.4 Design Model

To generate the Kalman filters for the MMAE, a different, lower dimensioned,

system model, called the design model, is needed [26]. For this research the design model

is a linear time-invariant, discrete-time model which is based on the continuous-time model

provided by the SRF VISTA simulation. In this section, the development of the

continuous-time model is presented, followed by its conversion to the equivalent discrete-

time model.

The equations for this continuous-time model can be written as a system of first

order differential equations. These equations are often referred to as state space equations,

and are represented mathematically as

i(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Gw(t) (3.1)

where x(t) is the state vector, u(t) is the control vector, and w(t) is the white dynamics

driving noise. The componants of the vectors x(t) and u(t) are provided in Table (3-1):

Vector Symbol Description Units
Component I I

x 0 Pitch Angle tad
x') u Forward Velocity ft/sec
x1 a Angle of Attack radians
X4  q Pitch Rate rad/sec
xi ' Bank Angle _ad

X _ _ Sideslip Angle ad
x 7  p Roll Rate rad/sec
xt r Yaw Rate rad/sec
uL 5, Elevator Position ad
U2 ut -Differential Tail Position tad
u' 6 Flap Position rad
U4  Aileron Position rad
u_ 5 3, Rudder Position tad

Table 3-1 State and Input Vectors
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Matrices A and B in Equation (3.1) contain the aircraft's dimensional stability derivatives

[40] and G is the noise injection matrix. For the VISTA F-16, the matrix A is represented

as follows:

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
X Xu X, X' 0 0 0 0

Z' Z, z' Z 0 0 0 0
6 u a q

M o M u M, Mq 0 0 0 0
A= 0 0 0 00 1 , (3.2)

0 0 0 0 YO Y 3  Y"

0 0 0 0 0 L L L'

0 0 0 0 0 N' N' N r

Here, the longitudinal derivatives (upper left) are augmented with the lateral derivatives

(lower right). The full size variables X', Y', Z', represent the aerodynamic forces in the x,

y, and z aircraft body axes, respectively. These body axes follow the traditional

convention that the directions of the nose, right wing, and bottom of the the aircraft will

always represent the positive directions of the x, y, and z axes, respectively. Because the

axes are said to be fixed to the aircraft, these directions will hold true regardless of its

position relative to the surface of the earth. The variables L', M', and N' represent the

moments about the x, y, and z axes, respectively. The prime notation on these variables

indicate that the state vector, x, includes the angle of attack, a, and sideslip angle P,

instead of the velocities v and w. The subscripts on the variables indicate the particular

reference variable for each derivative. In the longitudinal direction, 0 and q represent the

pitch angle and pitch rate respectively, a represents the angle of attack, and u represents the
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translational velocity in the x (aircraft body axis) direction. In the lateral direction, 0 and p

represent the roll angle and roll rate respectively, P3 represents the sideslip angle, and r

represents the yaw rate. An example of this notation, entry (2,1) of A in Equation (3.2),

X,, should be interpreted as the change in aerodynamic force in the aircraft body axis x,

resulting from a change in the pitch angle 0.

The entries of the B matrix, shown in Equation (3.3), should be interpreted in the

same manner as described for the A matrix. Here, the changes in force and momentum are

in reference to changes in the various control surfaces. In the longitudinal direction, the

subscripts 8, and 8f represent a change in the elevator and flaps, respectively. In the lateral

direction, 3 dt, 8,, and 8r, represent changes in the differential tail, aileron, and rudder

positions, respectively. An example of this notation, entry (2,1) of B in Equation (3.3),

X', should be interpreted as the change in aerodynamic force in the aircraft body axis x,

resulting from a change in the elevator position, 8,.

0 0 0 0 0
x;o 0 x;f 0 0
M' 0 Mf 0 08e 8f

M,'' 0 M' 0 0
B= oo (3.3)

o 0 0 0 0
0 Y8" 0 1 Y3
0 L61" 0 L r 4

0 N8", 0 N3o N8
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Each of the subscripts in (3.2) and (3.3) is also an indication of the particular component of

the state and input vectors x and u (Table 3-1).

The dynamics driving noise, w(t), provides the design model with a means to

represent uncertainties caused by both wind gusts and inadequacies of the system model.

The dynamics driving noise is assumed to be Gaussian and essentially white over the

frequency bandwidth of the actual system. The strength of the vector w(t) is given by the

matrix Q, the non-zero entries of which are listed below in Table 3-2 [9, 10, 11, 31, 32,

35, 38, 39, 47, 48]:

Q Parameter Average Noise
I I Strength

Q(1,1) u 4.5 x 102 ft2/rad sec
Q(2,2) a 3.0 x 06 rad sec
Q(2,3) avs. q 1.1 x lo 8r'ad
Q(3,3) q 1.5 x 106 rad/sec

Q(4,4) p 6.0 x 106 rad/sec

Q(5,5) pl 3.0 x 106 rad sec

Q(5,6) /3 vs. r 6.3 x 10r rad
Q(6,6) r 2.4 x 106 rad/sec

Table 3-2 Dynamics Driving Noise Strength

To incorporate the dynamics noise into the continuous-time model, the noise

injection matrix, G, is used. This matrix is taken directly from previous research [9, 10,

11, 47], and has been modified (fourth and fifth columns interchanged) to reflect the

difference in order of P3 and p in x (Table 3-1) and Q (Table 3-2).
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0 0 0 0 0 0
x" ',X' ; 0 0 0
ZI Z",' 0 0 0

G= M, M" (3.4)0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Y', Y Y'

0 0 0 LP L L"

0 0 0 N' N N_

This Dynamics noise model was originally derived by Pogoda [31, 32, 44] from

the Dryden wind model. This model was adapted for use with the VISTA F-16 by Menke

[39, 38], and later incorporated into the SRF VISTA simulation by Eide [9, 10, 11]. Eide

was also responsible for decreasing the dynamics noise strength for velocity by two orders

of magnitude, to reflect that the original noise models incorporated a heavier turbulence

than originally specified.

3.4.1 Input Modifications

While the control surfaces described in Table 3-1 are typical of most aircraft, the

VISTA F-16 has some important differences. The VISTA F-16 combines the flap and

aileron control surface into a single set of surfaces referred to as the flaperon. These

surfaces span much of the trailing edge of the wing and can be commanded symmetrically

to provide a change in the pitching moment (i.e., as would a typical flap), or differentially

to provide a change in the roll moment (i.e., as would a typical aileron). There are also

leading edge flaps which are used primarily for take-off and landing. These leading edge

flaps have very little control authority, and have not been included in the design model.

The entire stabilizer portion of the tail can be pivoted to function as the aircraft's elevator,

and is therefore referred to as the stabilator. As with the flaperons, this surface can also be
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commanded symmetrically to provide a typical elevator response, or differentially, to

produce both a roll and yaw moment. The VISTA F- 16 has a single vertical fi with a

typical rudder surface to provide yawing moment.

The ability to command the left and right portions of the flaperons and stabilator

separately plays a crucial role in the development of the Control Redistribution algorithm

discussed in Section 2.4. To exploit this capability, the input vector, u, is modified as

shown in Table 3-3.

Vector T
Component Symbol Description Units

Umdl Left Stabilator Position tad

Ud2 , Right Stabilator Position ad

U.md3 i5if Left Flaperon Position iad

u4 Right Flaperon Position iad

___ _ , Rudder Position _ad

Table 3-3 Modified Input Vector

To accommodate these changes, the input matrix B is restructured as follows:

0 0 0 0 0

2M8 Y2 M, Y2XM3 Y2M' 0

Bmod 0 0 0 0 0 (3.5)

/2L- Y Lo Y2L;° Y2 L3 L

YN6" .Y2 N8 Y o Y2N N8' r
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3.4.2 Measurement and Output Models

In order to provide estimation of the system's state variables, and proper control of

the aircraft, mathematical relationships depicting the relationships of the state variables and

control inputs to both the sensor measurements and the outputs are required in the design

model. Models which depict these relationships are given in Equations (3.6) and (3.7).

z(t) = Hx(t) + DzU(t) + v(t) (3.6)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Dyu(t) (3.7)

The measurement model (Eq. (3.6)) depicts the relationship between the sampled-data

measurements, z(t), and the state and control vectors, x(t) and u(t), at sample time ti.

This is accomplished through the use of the measurement matrices, H and Dz as shown in

Equation (3.6). Similarly, the output model (Eq. (3.7)) depicts the relationship between

the output variables contained in the vector y(t), and the state and control vectors, x(t) and

u(t). This relationship is formed using the output matrices C and DY. The particular

components of the measurement vector, z(t), are identical to those used in Stepaniak's

research [47]. Stepaniak deleted the velocity component of this vector (as formed earlier by

Eide [9, 10, 11] and Menke [38, 39]) due to the fact that it is not used by the Block 40

flight control system of the VISTA F-16. The components of the output vector, y(t), are

taken directly from the system state vector, x (Table 3-1). The components of both the

measurement and output vectors are given in Table 3.4:
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Vector ComponentSymbol Description Units
z, a Angle of Attack tad

z_ q Pitch Rate rad/sec

Z3 an Nonnal Acceleration g's

Z4 p Roll Rate md/sec
Z5 r Yaw Rate rad/sec
Z6 a. Lateral Acceleration g's

Y1 0 Pitch Angle radians
Y2 u Forward Velocity ft/sec
Y3 a Angle of Attack radians
Y4 q Pitch Rate rad/sec

Y5 Bank Angle rd

Y6 Il Sideslip Angle rad
Y7 p Roll Rate rad/sec

Y8 r Yaw Rate rad/sec

Table 3-4 Measurement and Output Vectors

A comparison between Table 3-4 and Table 3-1 reveals that several of the

measurements and all of the output variables are available as states in the design model

depicted by Equation (3.1). The measurement variables not available as states, i.e., the

normal and lateral accelerations (a, and ay), must be appropriately modeled. It should be

noted that these accelerations are expressed in g's (the ratio of acceleration caused by

aerodynamic forces to the acceleration caused by gravity) felt by the pilot.

The acceleration models are developed by modifying the equations for acceleration

at the center of gravity [6] to include only aerodynamic forces (i.e., remove the forces due

to gravity) and translated from the center of gravity to the pilot's station where the actual

sensors are located. The resulting equations are divided by the acceleration due to gravity

so that the results will be in terms of g's. The final equations are provided in Equations

(3.8) and (3.9):
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a,, =-(a -q)+ 1" (3.8)

a =-(P)+ r) -O+ lx"
ay (3.9)

g g

where g represents the acceleration due to gravity and l is the distance (in the x direction)

from the center of gravity to the pilot's station. The SRF neglects the small contribution of

l , and calculates I, to be 14.219ft using the equation:

Ix = 9.988 + F.x, -.O1 (3.10)

where E is the mean aerodynamic chord (11.32 ft) and Xcg is the average location of the

center of gravity along the x axis (37.376 ft). Attempts by Stepaniak [47] to verify these

acceleration models show differences between the linear design model and the nonlinear

truth model of the SRF. The normal acceleration, an, is somewhat biased in comparison to

the nonlinear truth model. This bias is attributed to first order approximations in resolving

the gravity contributions. Due to the slowly varying nature of a in this research, this bias

is deemed to have a negligible effect on the perturbation states. The lateral acceleration, a,,

shows significant difference in both phase and magnitude. Due to the inability to resolve

these differences through the incorporation of pseudonoise (acknowledging a poor sensor

reading), and the questionable results from the nonlinear truth model, the linear model for

a, has been incorporated into the truth model, as done by Stepaniak [47].
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3.4.3 Actuator Models

In order to provide a more realistic (and plausible) design model, both Eide [9, 10,

11] and Stepaniak [47] incorporated models of the system's actuators. The actuator model

used is a first order lag which has a break point at co = 14, and is given by Equation (3.11):

'act =--14act + 4S d (3.11)

This model is based on the fourth order servo-actuator model which is given for all of the

actuators in the Block 40 functional diagram [13]:

3.1t  (20.2)(144.8)(71.4) 2  (.2
8 cmd (s + 20.2)(s + 144.8)(s2 + 2(0.736)(71.4)s + 71.42) (3.12)

Note that in Equation (3.11) the break point of 14 is chosen instead of the value

20.2 as shown in Equation (3.12). This choice is based upon empirical results from Eide's

research [9] which shows that the lower value provides a better match to the SRF VISTA

actuator simulation.

To reflect the difference between the commanded input, u, and the resulting

actuator positions, the actuator positions are augmented to the state vector, x, as shown in

Table 3-5:
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Vector T
Component Symbol Description Units

Xaugl 0 Pitch Angle rad
Xaug2 u Forward Velocity ft/sec

Xaug3 X Angle of Attack _ad

Xaug4 q Pitch Rate rad/sec

Xaug5 ( Bank Angle tad

Xaug6 / Sideslip Angle tad

Xaug7 p Roll Rate rad/sec

Xaug8 r Yaw Rate rad/sec
Xaug9 451l Left Stabilator Position _d

Xauglo 8, Right Stabilator Position rad

Xaugi 81f Left Flaperon Position rad

XaugI2 3rf Right Flaperon Position tad

Xaugl3 8d Rudder Position rad

U agl 3o Left Stabilator Command rad
U.g 2  3,,,o. Right Stabilator Command rad

ug3 81fconn Left Flaperon Command rad

Uaug4 I Right Flaperon Command ad

Uag5 I Rudder Command tad

Table 3-5 Augmented State and Input Vectors

Note that the command input vector, u, has not actually been augmented; rather, only its

description was changed to reflect the fact that it is truly a command rather than the actual

position as depicted in Table 3-3. With this augmented state vector, Equation (3.11) can

now be incorporated into the design model by augmenting the matrices of the state space

equation as shown in Equation (3.13). In a similar manner, the matrices of the

measurement and output models are appropriately augmented to form Equations (3.14) and

(3.15). Note that augmentation to the output equation can be easily utilized to extract

desired actuator position data from any of the newly augmented states, specifically Xaug 9

through Xaugl3.
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ikaug t) = A o -1. *Xaug (t) + 11. Uaug (t) +1 GJW(t) (3-13)

Z(t1 ) = [H D, ] -Xug(ti) + v(t1 ) (3-14)

y(t) = [C Dy]. xaug(t) (3-15)

These augmented matrices will be referred to as Aaug, Baug, Gaug for Equation (3.13), Hag

for Equation (3-14), and Cug for Equation (3.15).

3.4.4 Model Discretization

As with many estimation problems, the MMAE used in this research will be

implemented on a digital computer. This results in the need either to discretize the results

obtained from the continuous-time filters, based on the continuous-time design model, or

to determine the equivalent discrete-time design model and then generate the discrete-time

filters. Maybeck [26] shows that the first approach provides only an approximation to the

optimal discrete-time filters, and that this approach is considerably more difficult to

implement (requiring the integration of Riccati differential equations). The second

approach, which has been implemented for this research, involves no such approximations,

and requires recursion formulas which behave significantly better than those required by

the first approach.

The complete development of the equivalent discrete-time design model is given in

Maybeck [26] and results in the following equations:
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Xaug(tjil) = Dx..g(ti) + Bdug + Wd(tZ) (3-16)

Z(ti) =HaugXaug(ti) + V(t~) (3-17)

y(t) C augXaug(tj) (3.18)

where the state transition matrix, (D), and the matrix Bd are given by:

(D = e AaA (3.19)

Rd = e 9rr)-Bu (3.20)

where AT is the sample period. The appropriate discrete-time white noise has the

following statistics:

EjWd(t)}I = 0 (3.21)

EjWd(tZ) wd~i} = Qd = eot)A ag GQG TAa.9dr (3.22)

EjWd(t1) W(tj)} = 0, ti # tj (3.23)
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3.5 Failure Models

In order to design filters for the MMAE which correctly hypothesize failures of

actuators and/or sensors, models of these modes have to be incorporated into the design

model. To accomplish this, the linear design model is once again modified to incorporate a

failure matrix (Fai for the ith actuator, and FSj for the P sensor) which can be used to

multiply the appropriate column of the input matrix B aug (for actuator failures) or the

appropriate row of the measurement matrix Ha, (for sensor failures) by a scalar, F, which

can range between 0 (representing a complete failure), and 1 (representing a fully functional

component). The failure modes are incorporated into the continuous-time dynamics model,

before the conversion to discrete time, to reflect the fact that the failures are inserted into the

continuous-time truth model. Once again, the approach of generating an equivalent discrete

time model leads to the design of optimum Kalman filters for the MMAE, rather than

approximations of the same. The resulting dynamics and measurement models are as

follows:

i(t) = AaugX(t) + BaigF .u(t) + Gw(t) (3.24)

z(ti) = FsjHagXaug(ti)+v(t) (3.25)

Both of the failure matrices, Fai and Fj, will be appropriately dimensioned identity matrices

with the exception that locations representing failed components will be 0 < P < 1, as

discussed above. Note that even when an actuator or sensor has completely failed (s = 0),

the dynamics driving noise and sensor noise are still incorporated into the model.
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Comparison of the measurement model depicted in Equation (3.25) with the

measurement model of Equation (3.6) reveals the absence of the measurement matrix and

control input term Dzu(ti). This is due the change which occurred in Section 3.4.3 where

the state vector x was augmented to include the actual actuator positions and H was

augmented by D, to form Hau as depicted in Equation (3.14).

As in previous research [9, 10, 11, 47], the actuator failures are incorporated into

the truth model by commanding them to their trim position. This technique accomplishes

two objectives. First, it approximates the failure as an actuator failure to free stream, in

which the surface simply floats in the relative wind (as accomplished by well designed

actuators undergoing failures). Second, this approach is a good approximation to that used

in the design model, where the input commanded perturbation position is zeroed out,

leaving the nominal position unaffected, i.e. the failed position of the actuator on the design

model will indeed be the trim position.

In addition to reaccomplishing the complete, single-failure analysis which was

performed by Stepaniak [47], this research also examines the algorithm's ability to detect

and compensate for multiple failures in the system. This multiple failure analysis utilizes

the same failure models as for the single failure research (i.e., actuators and sensors which

have fully failed as described above). Other failure modes, such as biased sensors, stuck

actuators, and others are also of great importance and should be seriously considered in

future research.

3.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter has presented a detailed overview of the various mathematical models

which are used to generate and test the MMAE with Control Redistribution algorithm. The
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details concerning the VISTA F-16 were presented, along with the rationale for selecting

this aircraft for this research. The various aspects of the SRF were discussed in relation to

the generation of the truth model and components necessary for the design model. The

design model was presented in various stages, starting with a simplified, linear,

continuous-time, state space model, and incorporating several necessary modifications

which resulted in an equivalent discrete-time model which incorporates sensor

measurements, appropriate outputs, actuator models, and failure models. In the next

chapter, the results are presented of the extensive testing which has been performed using

the models developed in this chapter.
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4. Simulation Results

4.1 Chapter Overview

In this chapter the results of extensive testing of the Multiple Model Adaptive

Estimation with Control Redistribution (MMAE/CR) algorithm are presented. To establish

the validity of the Control Redistribution algorithm, and to introduce the reader to the

simulation and data presentation techniques used throughout the remainder of the chapter,

Stepaniak's single failure analysis [47] are recreated and presented. This data is compared

to the case of using the same Multiple Model Adaptive Estimator with no Control

Redistribution.

The remainder of this chapter is an analysis of the algorithm's ability to detect and

compensate for double failures of both actuators and sensors. As a baseline, the abilities of

the Multiple Model architecture without Control Redistribution are presented. Since

Stepaniak [47] developed an improved method for dithering the actuators, a quick

comparison is made in this section to the double failure analysis of previous work

accomplished by Eide [9, 10, 11] prior to the incorporation of improved dithering. To

provide adequate double failure detection and compensation, several modifications were

made to the Control Redistribution algorithms. These modifications were the result of

extensive testing and analysis, all of which is presented, along with the rationale for any

changes which may have been required to improve the algorithm's performance.
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4.2 Single Failure Analysis

In an effort to develop a firm understanding SRF, FORTRAN and Matlab software

[41, 24, 52] required to perform a simulation with the VISTA F-16, the single-failure

results of the VISTA simulation with Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation (MMAE) and

Control Redistribution as presented in Stepaniak's thesis [47], were recreated. These

results are presented in this chapter to establish the validity of the Control Redistribution

algorithm and to introduce the reader to the techniques used to present the data resulting

from each simulation.

4.2.1 Probability Plots

As discussed in Chapter 2, the MMAE incorporates a Conditional Hypothesis

Probability Evaluator which utilizes the residual information from each Kalman filter to

assign an appropriate probability of correctness weighting to each output state estimate.

The MMAE utilizes these probability weightings in two ways. First, the weightings are

used as depicted in Figure 2-1, to combine the state estimates of the Kalman filters in a

manner which allows the finite discretization of the possible failure scenarios. Second, the

MMAE algorithm utilizes the probability calculation to declare any hard failures which may

occur. These declarations are the key to the moving bank structure depicted in Figure 2-4.

Once the probability weighting of a given filter, based on a particular failure (ak), has

surpassed an established threshold for a certain amount of time, the failure ak is declared.

Several values of threshold levels and times were tested, the final result being a level of .95

and a time of 10 sample periods (.156 seconds). These threshold levels were incorporated

in such a manner as to permit their easy adjustment for future research. Once the first

failure has been declared, a new bank of filters is implemented. This new bank consists of

the filter depicting the first failure (with no second failure), a filter based on the fully

functional aircraft (to permit a return to the first bank), and 10 additional filters each based
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on the hypothesis of the first failure in combination with one additional failure. Because of

this, and the fact that the Control Redistribution algorithm utilizes these failure declarations

to determine the proper redistribution matrices, plots of the probability allocations for each

filter are essential to the analysis of the system.

To remain consistent with previous research [9, 38, 47], all simulations are the

result of 10 Monte Carlo runs, each of which is conducted for a length of 8 seconds and

each of which is based on a particular failure scenario. The results of each simulation are

presented by showing the mean ± one standard deviation of the probability of each filter in

the active bank of the MMAE. A typical example of such a probability plot is shown in

Figure 4-1. Here it can be seen that a probability subplot is provided for a filter based on

no failure (a fully functional aircraft) as well as for each of the eleven filters which are

based on hypotheses of a different single failure scenario. Recall that the eleven possible

single failures are each based on either one of the five actuators, or one of the 6 sensors

having failed. The particular failure depicted in each subplot is abbreviated on the Y-axis of

each subplot, and defined in Table 4-1.

Abbreviation Hypothesis n Abbreviation Hypothesis
ff Fully Functional aoa Angle-of-Attack Sensor
ls Left Stabilator Failure q Pitch Rate Sensor
rs Right Stabilator Failure a n Normal Acceleration Sensor
If Left Flaperon Failure p Roll Rate Sensor
rf Right Flaperon Failure r Yaw Rate Sensor

rud Rudder Failure a-y Lateral Acceleration Sensor

Table 4-1 Failure Abbreviations

Noting that the simulated failure of the rudder was inserted into the truth model at three

seconds into the simulation, a thorough comprehension of the information presented in

Figure 4-1 is easily obtained. Before the three-second insertion point, the MMAE is

correctly depicting the fully functional hypothesis as correct. At the three-second insertion
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point, probability correctly shifts from the fully functional hypothesis to that of the failed

rudder. At this point the truth model ceases to change for the remainder of the 8-second

simulation. During this time, the MMAE correctly maintains a lock on the correct

hypothesis (rs) and only small variations (possibly due to unexpected strong wind gusts)

are shown.

It is interesting to note (but not surprising) that the majority of information

portrayed in Figure 4-1 is contained in the two subplots depicting the fully functional

aircraft (ff) and that of the actual simulated failure (rudder - rud). Because of extensive

Kalman filter tuning, truth model adjustments, and dither enhancements performed during

previous research [9, 38, 47], it will be assumed that the majority of the simulations will

show this characteristic of a well tuned MMAE, i.e. where the majority of the probability

(.95 or greater) is contained in either the fully functional hypothesis or the correct failure

hypothesis. Based on this assumption, a consolidation of the probability plots is formed,

in which only the subplot of the particular failure scenario being simulated is provided. An

example of such a consolidated, or summary, plot is shown in Figure 4-2. This summary

plot shows the result of each single failure simulation (10 Monte Carlo runs each). This

summary plot technique is used throughout the remainder of the thesis, with a slight

modification in the double failure case. At any point where the particular subplot decreases

substantially from its lock (probability close to 1), a more detailed analysis similar to Figure

4-1 can be performed.

Analysis of Figure 4-2 clearly shows that Stepaniak's [47] MMAE with Control

Redistribution does an excellent job of detecting and locking onto single failures. Note that

this analysis was performed without the use of bank swapping. The method of bank

swapping, which is incorporated for double failures, actually transfers the filter used to

detect the first failure into the second bank, giving it the same excellent detection and lock

capabilities shown here. Figure 4-3 is the result of Eide's [9] results for the same single
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failure analysis. Comparison of these two results clearly demonstrates an improvement in

the ability of Stepaniak's algorithm to detect a failure quickly, and remain locked onto that

hypothesis despite variations in strong wind gusts. Careful comparison of Figures 4-2 and

4-3 reveals that the velocity sensor failure hypothesis was dropped by Stepaniak. This

change was due to the fact that velocity, u, is not used in the Block 40 flight control

system.

Because Control Redistribution is only incorporated after a given actuator failure

has been declared, it is easy to understand that these improvements obtained by Stepaniak

[47] must be the result of other changes (not Control Redistribution). The principle change

responsible for this enhancement involves the aircraft's dither signal. Stepaniak noted that

the dither scheme utilized by Eide [9] on the nonlinear VISTA truth model was actually

developed by Menke [38] for a linear model. This problem was compounded by the fact

that a dither signal for either of these models cannot be independently applied to each

actuator, but rather must be the result of combined inputs to the three dynamic channels of

the aircraft (i.e., longitudinal, lateral, and directional). These inputs are applied via the pitch

stick, roll stick, and pedal inputs, respectively, and are summarized in Table 4-2. Each of

these inputs must command a unique combination of control surfaces in order to achieve

the desired commanded response and avoid problems such as adverse yaw. While the

Dynamic Associated Command Frequency Magnitude Phase
Channel Input I Issued (rad/sec) (lbs) (deg)

Longitudinal Pitch Stick Normal Acceleration 15 +12/-12.5 0

Lateral Roll Stick Roll Rate 15 11 180
Directional Pedals Sideslip Angle 15 30 0

Table 4-2 Dither Signals Used by Menke[38] and Eide [9]
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signals in Table 4-2 were chosen in an attempt to replicate certain waveforms on each

actuator (i.e., to enhance identification of failures), Stapaniak discovered that they actually

interfered with each other in a manner which seriously limited the detection of certain

failures. To illustrate this constructive interference, Stepaniak showed the actual

commanded actuator positions resulting from this dither. These plots have been

reproduced and are shown below in Figure 4-4. While the offset bias shown in this figure

was produced intentionally to keep the aircraft in a trimmed flight condition, the reduced

magnitude on the right stabilator and rudder are clearly unintentional. This reduced dither

signal (resulting from constructive interference) directly contributed to the failure detection

problems encountered by both Menke and Eide.

In an effort to remedy this situation, Stepaniak [47] made three distinct changes to

the dither scheme. First, the 1800 phase shift was removed from the lateral dither. This
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Figure 4-4 Commanded Actuator Signals Resulting Form Menke/Bide Dither SignalII47]
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was incorporated based on empirical evidence which showed it resulted in improved rudder

excitation. Second, a 900 phase shift was placed on the longitudinal channel. This change

was incorporated to achieve identical peak magnitudes between the left and right stabilators.

Third, the frequency of the longitudinal channel was reduced by half. This reduction had

the effect of increasing the range of motion to increase failure detection, without increasing

the magnitude of the actual signal. These signals are summarized in Table 4-3 and the

resulting waveforms are depicted in Figure 4-5.

Dynamic Associated Command Frequency Magnitude Phase
Channel Input Issued (rad/sec) (lbs) (deg)

Longitudinal Pitch Stick Normal Acceleration 7.5 + 12/-12.4 90
Lateral Roll Stick Roll Rate 15 11 0

Directional Pedals Sideslip Angle 15 30 0

Table 4-3 Modified Dither Signals Used Developed by Stepaniak [47]
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Figure 4-5 Commanded Actuator Positions Resulting From Modified Dither
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Stepaniak [47] noted that, while this modified dither did improve failure detection

(compare Figs. 4-2 and 4-3), it also resulted in a few new dilemmas. First, the lower

frequency of the dither might lead one to question the true subliminality of the signal to the

pilot. While the resulting normal and lateral accelerations were shown to be within the

specified tolerance of ±.2 and ±. 1 g's, respectively, these specified limits were reportedly

hard to obtain, and a more in-depth research of the subject would need to be executed

before implementation is considered. Second, the question of surpassing the rate limits of

the actuators arises. The rates induced by this modified dither were shown by Stepaniak to

be barely within the limits imposed by the actuators. Conceivably, this near-saturation

condition could limit the amount of remaining control authority left to the pilot. However,

the nature of the dither signal requires it to be utilized only during a steady level flight

condition, when the absence of control input from the pilot might obscure an actuator or

sensor failure. This being the case, a software switch can easily be (and has been)

implemented which disables the dither signal during an actual pilot commanded input. This

lack of dither will be apparent in the plots of the next section. The rate saturation could

pose a problem if the proposed Control Redistribution algorithm is employed. As

explained in Section 2.4, Control Redistribution utilizes the remaining "healthy" actuators

to compensate for those which have failed. This results in an actuator having an additional

burden which, in-turn, may result in rate saturation. During single actuator failures, this

was not a serious problem, but when the failure of two actuators was tested it became

obvious (though not immediately) that the actuators were indeed operating in a nonlinear

region. This resulted in severe degradation of the Kalman filters' ability to estimate the

values of the state variables accurately, making the MMAE useless for determining the

correct failure condition. This problem was addressed by scaling the amount of additional

command sent to the actuators, and will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.
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The modified dither signal also created some drift in the trimmed flight condition for

which the Kalman Filters had been precisely tuned. This problem is also further addressed

in Section 4.3.

4.2.2 Output Plots

Once the given algorithm has shown its ability to detect failures with the probability

plots, the true benefits of Control Redistribution can be analyzed via the output plots. An

example of such an output plot is presented in Figure 4-6. Unlike the probability plots in

which the results of 12 separate failure scenarios are consolidated into a single set of

subplots, each output plot will represent a single failure scenario. Each plot will contain 15

subplots, each representing one of the various output variables of the aircraft. Table 4-4

gives a breakdown of each output plotted. The output plots are conveniently laid out into

three distinct columns. The first column contains the longitudinal states and normal

acceleration (an), the second column shows the lateral states and lateral acceleration (a-y),

and the third column shows the achieved (vs. commanded) actuator angles. Figure 4-6 is

the result of simulating the MMAE-based Block 40 Flight Control System (FCS) without

Control Redistribution algorithm. As with Stepaniak's research [47], the response of the

fully functional aircraft in this simulation is used as a baseline to compare the remaining

failure responses. During this particular simulation a yaw doublet has been applied between

2 and 3 seconds. This commanded yaw doublet is incorporated via the SRF and consists

of a one second yaw doublet of ±54.9 pounds. Three separate simulations are performed,

each with a different commanded input doublet. The magnitude of the each doublet (yaw,

pitch, and roll) is based on 90% of maximum value. This value was set for each doublet by

determining the magnitude boundaries over which the MMAE-based controller could

maintain lock on the correct (fully functional) hypothesis. A summary of each doublet and

their respective magnitudes are provided in Table 4-5.
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Symbol Y-Axis Description I Units

0 theta Pitch Angle degrees
u u Forward Velocity ftlsec
a alpha Angle of Attack degrees
q q Pitch Rate deg/sec

a n a n Normal Acceleration g's
0 phi Bank Angle degrees

Pl beta Sideslip Angle degrees
p p Roll Rate deg/sec
r r Yaw Rate deg/sec

a-y ay Lateral Acceleration g's
81, ls Left Stabilator Position degrees
8,_ rs Right Stabilator Position degrees

81 If Left Flaperon Position degrees
3, ff Right Flaperon Position degrees
8 md Rudder Position degrees

Table 4-4 Output Plot Definitions

Dynamic Associated Command Commanded Converted
Channel Input Magnitude Variable Magnitude

Longitudinal Pitch Stick 9 lb a,, 1.64231 g's

Lateral Roll Stick 2.7 lb p 8.50 deg/sec
Directional Pedals 54.9 lb Jf 15.578 deg

Table 4-5 Test Doublets

Each of the subplots in Figure 4-6 shows the response (mean ± one standard

deviation) of the fully functional aircraft (dashed/dashed-dotted) as well as that of the

impaired aircraft (solid line/dotted). An output plot for each failure scenario is generated to

examine the effects of the particular commanded input (in this case a yaw doublet). To

complete the single failure analysis output plots were also generated for the pitch and roll

doublets. Again each of these inputs results in 12 separate plots, each containing 15

separate subplots. All of these plots have been included in Appendix A. Figure 4-6 was
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chosen to represent this analysis because it clearly demonstrates the effects of the given

failure. In this particular example, the rudder actuator has failed at 1 second, as indicated

by the "rud" subplot. A quick comparison between the fully-functional aircraft response

and the failed-rudder aircraft response (specifically the subplot of a.y) clearly shows the

lack of command authority in this failure scenario.

Figure 4-7 shows the identical failure analysis with the exception that Control

Redistribution is now being implemented. Note that, while the response of the lateral

acceleration is not exactly the same as for the fully functional case, there is a significant

amount of lateral control authority. The reader should note that this control is not the result

of the rudder, as can be seen by the 'rud' subplot, but rather the result of the Control

Redistribution algorithm which reroutes the rudder commands to the remaining actuators.

This is evident in both the stabilator and flaperon subplots, where both sets of control

surfaces are now being utilized in differential manner to obtain the desired command in the

lateral channel. These figures clearly indicate that Control Redistribution can provide

greatly enhanced control authority during the single failure of a control surface actuator.

While this is especially evident during the rudder failure scenario (this failure provides the

most challenging failure scenario because of the lack of control redundancy with the

rudder), simiar conclusions can also be derived from the results of the remaining single

failure scenarios included in Appendix A.

Appendix A has been separated into sections containing output plots from each

doublet input (pitch, roll, and yaw). Each section includes a complete set of plots from the

basis simulation (Block 40, no Control Redistribution), and a set of plots from a simulation

which employed Control Redistribution. The analysis of each doublet set is provided

below.
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4.2.2.1 Pitch Doublet

Pages A-2 through A-11 (Appendix A) contain the output plots for the pitch

doublet. Because the pitch doublet command is incorporated almost exclusively by the

stabilators (see actuators in third column of Figures A-1 through A-10), failures of these

actuators provide the greatest difficulty for the control system. Comparison of Figure A-1

with A-6 (left stabilator failure) and Figure A-2 with Figure A-7 (right stabilator failure)

shows the difference between the simulation with and without Control Redistribution. In

the longitudinal channel (first column), it can be seen that, when a stabilator fails, Control

Redistribution provides an improvement in the angle of attack (alpha), pitch angle (q), and

normal acceleration (an). In the lateral channel (second column) the most notable effect

resulting from the failure of a stabilator is the shift in the response of the sideslip angle (13).

This shift is the result of only one stabilator responding to the pitch doublet, which creates

an imbalance in the lateral channel. Note that the simulation utilizing Control Redistribution

has eliminated this delay, indicating that the imbalance has been compensated by the

remaining actuators. Note that, in the simulation employing Control Redistribution, the

failure of a stabilator does result in the slight separation of roll angle (phi) and sideslip

angle (f3). These deviations are attributed to the differences between the nonlinear

simulation and the linear design model (from which the redistribution matrices were

derived). The deviations were deemed by Stepaniak to be insignificant and easily

correctable by the pilot. Stepaniak's conclusions for these deviations were also confirmed

by Pachter [42].

Another observation made in the pitch doublet simulation which employed Control

Redistribution is the effect of a failed flaperon on the remaining healthy flaperon. Note in

Figures A-8 and A-9 that when either flaperon fails, the remaining healthy flaperon is also

essentially void of any dither input. This result can be understood by recalling that the

dither, which is applied to both flaperons of the fully functional aircraft, must be generated
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with a 1800 phase shift in order to cancel any induced pitch which would result otherwise.

The same holds true in this situation, with the exception that we must now prevent any

induced roll moment which would obviously result if only one flaperon were to be

dithered. The Control Redistribution algorithm is automatically compensating for this

problem by zeroing out the dither to the remaining healthy actuator. The redistribution

matrix for a failed left flaperon is given in Equation (4.1):

1 0 +1.1037 0 0-

0 1 -1.1037 0 0

Dai = 0 0 0 0 0 (4.1)

0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0.8678 0 1

Recall from Equation (2.17) in Section 2.4.2 that this matrix is post-multiplied by the

control input vector u, to obtain the redistributed input vector ur, From Table 3.3 in Section

3.4.1 it is shown that the third element of this vector, which corresponds to the third

column of the redistribution matrix, represents the command to the left flaperon. Note

from the third column of Equation (4.1) that the command intended for the left flaperon will

be sent in its entirety (multiplied by one) to the right flaperon. Since the dither signal which

was originally intended for the left flaperon is 1800 out of phase from the original signal

from the right flaperon, they cancel each other, resulting in zero dither input. The

observant reader will also note a slight bias in the healthy flaperon's position in Figures A-

8 and A-9. This is thought to be an attempt to compensate for the slightly increasing roll

angle which was discussed above.
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4.2.2.2 Roll Doublet

Pages A-12 through A-21 contain the output plots for the roll doublet. For both the

left and right stabilator failures, very little effect is seen during the simulation (i.e. these

control surfaces are not critical to this doublet). The comparison between the first

simulation (no Control Redistribution) and the second simulation (with Control

Redistribution) for these failures does show some interesting differences. Stepaniak [47]

noted that there was a slight, steadily increasing, separation in the pitch (theta) and roll

angles (phi) angles (see page A- 17). This change will result in an increase in the flight path

angle, which, in-turn, results in a decrease in forward velocity (see the subplot for u). For

the flaperon failures, note that the simulation not utilizing Control Redistribution shows a

slight delay in sideslip angle. This delay was nonexistent in the simulation utilizing Control

Redistribution, however a slight bias does exist due to modeling differences. Note also the

same separation is present in the forward velocity, pitch angle, and roll angle as discussed

for the stabilator failures. Interestingly, the most noticeable improvement in for this

doublet came during the rudder failure. Note that in Figure A-15, the simulation which did

not utilize Control Redistribution suffered both a time shift and a decrease in magnitude in

the sideslip angle, ri, when comparing the failed rudder (solid line) to that with no failures

(dashed line). Curiously, close examination of the time shift in the sideslip angle of Figure

A-15 reveals that the aircraft with the failed rudder, actually seems to be leading the

response of the fully functional aircraft from approximately 2.5 seconds into the simulation

until the end. To understand this phenomenon, it is helpful to understand some of the other

changes which are occurring during this simulation. Examine the subplot for yaw rate (r)

in Figure A-15 and note that it too has deviated significantly from that of the fully

functional aircraft (dotted line). In the fully functional case, the yaw rate shows an abrupt

change at approximately 2.5 seconds, which corresponds exactly to a shift in the rudder

position (see rud subplot). The function of the rudder at this point is to prevent an
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undesired effect referred to as adverse yaw. Adverse yaw occurs during a roll maneuver

and results in the nose of the aircraft turning up. This effect results from torque in the yaw

axis caused by changes in both lift and drag of each wing. These changes occur when the

roll angle (phi) is non-zero (e.g., in a roll maneuver). The rudder compensates for adverse

yaw by creating an equal, but opposite moment in the same axis. This compensation

results in what is commonly referred to as a coordinated turn and can be incorporated by

the pilot, or, as in the F-16, automatically by the flight control system. It is exactly this

lack of adverse yaw compensation, or coordinated turn, which results in the apparent lead

of the sideslip angle of the failed rudder simulation, over that of the fully functional. Recall

that sideslip angle is not an angle which results from the aircraft's position relative to some

fixed reference frame, but rather an expression which shows the relationship between linear

velocities in the roll axis (u - out of the nose), pitch axis, (v - out of the right wing), and

yaw axis, (w - out of the bottom). When the aircraft experiences adverse yaw resulting

from a positive change in phi, both u and v are decreased in magnitude from what they

would be during a coordinated turn. In the simulation, these changes result in the premature

decrease (at approximately 2.5 seconds), and increase (at approximately 3.75 seconds) of

the sideslip angle. In summary, the failure of the rudder does not cause the system to

respond any faster to the roll doublet, as may be perceived by the sideslip angle, but rather

results in adverse yaw, which alters the velocity components of the aircraft, which, in turn,

are represented by the relationship B.

On page A-21, the same rudder failure is simulated utilizing Control Redistribution.

Note that here, both J3 and r vary only slightly from that of the fully functional aircraft,

suggesting that the adverse yaw which was being compensated by the rudder, is now

compensated by the remaining healthy actuators, most notably the flaperons.
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4.2.2.3 Yaw Doublet

Pages A-22 through A-31 contain the output plots for the yaw doublet. As noted

with the roll doublet, very little difficulty arises from the single failure of either a stabilator

or flaperon failure. Note that the same minor separations appear in the roll angle (phi) and

forward velocity for the simulation using Control Redistribution as were seen in the

previous section. As noted in Section 4.2.2, the rudder failure in this simulation presents

the most dramatic indication of Control Redistribution enhancement. Note on page A-26

that a rudder failure in the simulation with no Control Redistribution results in the complete

failure of the aircraft to follow the commanded yaw doublet input. This lack of response is

easily viewed in every subplot for the lateral channel (middle column). Page A-31 reveals

that the output of the aircraft which does utilize Control Redistribution very effectively

compensates for this failure, resulting in an output which very closely resembles that of the

fully functional aircraft.

4.3 Double Failure Analysis

This section examines the results of testing the MMAE/CR against double failures

of actuators and/or sensors. In order to implement the MMAE/CR algorithm against

multiple failures, several changes had to be made in both the hierarchical structure of the

MMAE and the development of the redistribution matrices of the Control Redistribution

algorithm. These changes are outlined in Section 4.3.1 and are followed by a comparison

of Eide's [9] double failure detection performance to that of the MMAE with the improved

dither scheme discussed in Section 4.2. Once this baseline failure detection performance

has been established, the results of the double failure analysis of the MNMAE/CR are

examined. These results have been divided into failure detection performance, shown with
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probability plots similar to those in Section 4.2.1, and the dynamic performance of the

aircraft, shown with the output plots as in Section 4.2.2.

4.3.1 Required Changes

4.3.1.1 MMAE

As discussed in Section 2.5.5, a hierarchical structure is utilized to reduce the

number of required on-line Kalman filters from 67 to 12. Also noted in Section 2.5.5 was

the fact that the total number of filters required to represent each double failure hypothesis

K!
could be represented by 1 + K + (K - 2)!.2!' where K represents the number of components

which could possibly fail. In this research, where K = 11 (i.e., 5 actuators and 6 sensors),

67 filters are required. The astute reader will note that, with 11 components, there are

actually 122 double failure combinations possible (including the fully functional and no

second failure cases). It should be noted, however, the 1 + (1 lxl 1) matrix which makes

up these combinations (see Table 4-5) will include several redundant filters. For example, a

filter which has been designed assuming that the right stabilator has failed first, and the left

stabilator has failed second, will be identical to the filter which assumes the same two

failures, in the opposite order. Referring to Figure 2-4, this is equivalent to stating that the

filter representing hypothesis al,2 is identical to that which represents hypothesis a2,1.

While this reduction was not actually necessary for this simulation, it was felt that the

eventual implementation of this algorithm could benefit from the reduction in memory

required to store the Kalman filters. Table 4-6 summarizes this reduction in filters. Note in

Table 4-6 that the asterisk (*) represents the impossible assumption of a double failure of

the same actuator, and the X's represent those filters which have already been created for a

different column.
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First Failure Assumed

aoI o 1 I2 1 3 4 51 61 7 18 11010
0 al,0 a2,0 a3,0  a4,0  a5,0  a6,0  a7,0  a8,0  a9,0  a1oo al1 ,0
Ia X X X X X X X X X X

3 al,3  a2,3  * X X X X X X X X

4 al,4  a2,4  a3,4 X X X X X X X

5 al 5  a2,5  a3,5  a4,5  * X X X X X X

6 al,6  a2 6  a3,6  a4,6  a5,6  * X X X X X

7 a1,7  a2,7  a37  a4,7  a5,7 a6,7  * X X X X

8 a1,8  a 2,8  a 3,8  a48  a5,8  a6,8  a 7,8 X X X
G 9 a1 ,9  a 2,9  a 3,9  a4,9  a, 9  a 6,9  a 7,9  a, 9  * X X

10 a1,10  a 21 0  a 3,10  a4 ,10  a5 ,10  a 6,10  a 71 0  a 8,10  a91 0  * X

IL 1 1 a aa ,11,11 a 2 ,1 3,1 ,1 5,11 a 6,1 I a 7,±11 a 8,1 a ,, , a 10 ,1ll

Table 4-6 Reduction of Kalman Filters Required Due to Redundancy

4.3.1.2 Control Redistribution

Recall from Section 2.4 that the principle behind Control Redistribution requires

that the healthy actuators compensate for those which have failed. This is accomplished by

redistributing any command which would normally be directed to a failed actuator to the

proper combination of healthy actuators. Recall that this redistribution is obtained by

multiplying the original control input vector, u, by a redistribution matrix Dai, which is

developed for the failure of the ith actuator. Equations (2.16), (2.17), and (2.20) represent

these relationships and are repeated below for convenience:

BfailUr = Bu (4.2)
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Ur = DaiU (4.3)

Dai = (BFa)t B (4.4)

Also recall that the failure matrix Fai is simply the identity matrix with the it column zeroed

out to represent the failure of the ith actuator.

To obtain the failure matrix representing a double failure, F,.j, a simple matrix

multiply of both F, and Fai is performed, or, even more simply, it is set equal to an

identity matrix with both failed columns zeroed out. This new double failure matrix is used

in Equation (4.5) to obtain the double failure redistribution matrix, Dai j . Once again, this

results in an identity matrix with the exception that the columns representing the failed

actuators (now two) contain values which redistribute the command away from the failed

components, to those which remain healthy. A typical example of a redistribution matrix

for a double failure, D,,j, is provided in Equation (4.5). Here, Da j , corresponds to the

failure of the left stabilator (i = 1), and the failure of the right flapperon (j = 4):

0 0 0 0 0-
1.235 1 0 -. 2595 0

Dal,4= 2.014 0 1 -1.223 0 (4.5)
0 0 0 0 0

.8586 0 0 -. 0799 1

In the single failure case, only five redistribution matrices existed (one for each

possible actuator failure), and each had only one column which actually redistributed the
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command input (see Equation (2.21)). In fact, the actual code used to implement the

Control Redistribution algorithm uses only this one column (since the remaining columns

have no effect on the command). This allowed Stepaniak [47] to create a "packed" matrix,

which contained all pertinent columns of each redistribution matrix in one single matrix,

which is given in Equation (4.6):

0 1 +1.1037 -1.1037 -1.2791-

1 0 -1.1037 +1.1037 +1.2719
Dpacked = +0.9060 -0.9060 0 1 +1.1524 (4.6)

-0.9060 +0.9060 1 0 -1.1524

-0.7862 +0.7862 +0.8678 -0.8678 0

In the case of the double failure, this issue becomes a bit more complicated. As

shown in Equation (4.4), each double failure now requires two columns of redistribution

as well as an indication for which columns are being represented (1 and 4 for Equation

(4.5)). Note also that each column is extremely dependent upon the other, e.g. column one

(representing the failure of the right stabilator) will be different for each second failure.

This eliminated the consideration of a packed matrix as developed for Stepaniak's research.

Instead, a single three dimensional array was developed. This array placed the two

pertinent columns from each double failure combination on a separate page. The array was

structured such that the page number (represented by the third dimension) represents the

type of double failure (i.e., which two columns of the failure matrix are being represented).

This structure permits the a priori construction and ease of implementation of a single

redistribution matrix. As with the Kalman filters, an algorithm was developed to take

advantage of the fact that each redistribution matrix, D ,ij, would also represent the

redistribution matrix for same two failures Dajj. All of this resulted in the requirement for a

redistribution matrix of 5 rows (number of actuators), 2 columns (number of failures), and
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15 pages (possible double failure combinations, not including redundancies). It should

also be noted that the 15 pages are utilized to represent the 10 possible double failure

combinations as well as the 5 possible single failure cases. It could be argued that a more

efficient implementation would be to utilize only 10 pages for each double failure, and

Stepaniak's single packed matrix for the remaining single-failure combinations. This

approach, while saving a minimal amount of memory, would require two separate

algorithms (one for single failures, the other for double failures). To avoid this

inefficiency, each single failure case was treated as a double failure, with the second failure

represented by 0, allowing it to be represented on a separate page of the 5x2x15 array.

4.3.1.3 Probability Plots

In order to demonstrate the failure detection of the MM4AE and MMAE/CR against

double failures, the structure of the probability plots requires new consideration. To begin,

it must be realized that, unlike the single failure analysis where the same twelve on-line

filters were utilized throughout the simulation, the double failure analysis utilizes the

hierarchical structure discussed in Section 2.5.5. This structure swaps out the original

twelve filters for a new set of filters, based on the declared first failure. This would require

one to consider two of the simple probability plots as shown in Figure 4-1, one to represent

the set of filters used until the first failure is declared, and another set of subplots to

represent the set of filters used thereafter. Following this structure would result in no less

than 210 plots (2520 subplots) to be examined. In an effort to reduce this monstrous

amount of data, the following steps were taken. First, it was assumed, based upon the

single failure analysis, that the first failure detection could be adequately represented by a

subplot representing the fully functional aircraft hypothesis, and the hypothesis of that

particular failure. Second, it was assumed that each second failure probability analysis

could be adequately represented by the subplot representing that particular double failure.
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Utilizing this structure, each double failure summary plot represents a single first failure

with all possible second failures. This structure is perhaps better explained by examining

an actual example. Figure 4-7 is the double failure summary plot for the consideration of

the first failure (left stabilator) occurring at one second, and the second failures occurring at

two seconds. Note that the first bank of filters is sufficiently represented by the subplots

for the fully functional hypothesis, and that of the failed left stabilator. These two subplots

provide sufficient information to show that the correct failure was detected after it was

inserted at one second into the simulation. At this point the MMAE algorithm swaps out

the 12 original on-line filters for a set based on this first failure. Thus the subplots labeled

rs, lf, rf, etc., are actually representing the filters which consider the left stabilator as the

first failure (i.e. a, 2, al,3 , al,4, etc., from Table 4-6) from that time point forward. Because

the algorithm used eliminates any redundancies in the required filters, the filters

representing the fully functional aircraft and that which represents the first failure (i.e., no

second failure) are carried over from the first bank to the second. This not only provides

continuity in the two subplots shown, but also eliminates any transients which may occur

from bringing a new filter on-line.

It should also be noted that the subplots representing the second failures are each

the result of a separate Monte Carlo simulation. This resulted in the need to decide which

of these simulations should provide the subplot of the filter representing the first failure.

Assuming that the second failure is eventually detected, this was a purely arbitrary choice.

The convention used here utilizes the simulation which generates the subplot immediately

following that of the first failure. For example, in Figure 4-7, the simulation used to

provide the subplot of the probability for a1,0 (failed left stabilator, no second failure) is that

of the following subplot representing a, 2 (failed left stabilator, failed right stabilator).

There are two noted exceptions to this convention. Because of difficulties with the plotting

algorithm, when the first failure is the rudder or the lateral acceleration sensor, the
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simulations used to represent the first failure are the rudder/a.y and a.y/q simulations,

respectively. In retrospect, perhaps these difficulties should have been resolved so that

these two simulations followed the convention of the other simulations; however, as

mentioned above, the choice is purely arbitrary. With this convention in mind (along with

the two noted exceptions), the reader should not be alarmed when the probabilities of the

filters representing the first-failure-only hypothesis, and that representing the second failure

do not sum to one (i.e., during the transition). Of course, if a particular simulation

warrants further analysis, (e.g., if the correct hypothesis is reached with difficulty), then

the individual plots of that simulation can be easily generated.

4.3.2 Basis Simulation

Once the algorithms had been developed to generate and analyze each double failure

case, a simulation was performed to provide a basis upon which to compare any significant

changes resulting from the implementation of Control Redistribution. The basis simulation

was performed using the MMAE with the standard Block 40 controller, and Stepaniak's

[47] improved dither scheme. No maneuvering was incorporated into this simulation, for it

was desired to establish the systems ability to detect and lock onto failures correctly in a

benign flight condition. Later, in Section 4.3.3, simulations are performed with

commanded pitch, yaw and roll doublets, to determine the system's control authority

capabilities, as well as any changes in failure detection/lock which may result. The

resulting double failure summary plots are located in Appendix B. Since no double failure

analysis had been performed with this configuration, a comparison was made to the double

failure results obtained by Eide [9]. Eide qualitatively summarized the double failure

performance in a chart which has been reproduced in Table 4-7. The key to this chart

(Table 4-8) indicates that the assessment was made utilizing Eide's single failure results as

a basis. Rather than include all of Eide's single and double failure probability plots, a
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comparison of the simulation performed with Stepaniak's dither was made and a new

matrix was developed. This matrix is shown in Table 4-9 and provides a performance

indication of both detection (first indicator) and probability lock (second indicator). Each

indicator includes a subscript which gives an indication of improvement (if any) over the

Eide simulation. This matrix was made by comparing the actual probability summary plots

located in Appendix B, with the summary plots from Eide's simulation [9]. The interested

reader can compare each row of Table 4-9 with the corresponding summary plot in

Appendix B.

Second Failure

SI I IRS ILF R I_ U
_ Q°  An I J R -LAy

LS Good ND Poor Good Good Poor Good Fair Fair Fair

RS Good Poor ND Good Good Poor Good Fair Fair Fair

LF Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good
RF Good Good Good Fair Fair Good Good Good Good Good

RUD Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good ND Good

AOA Good Good Good Good Good Good Fair Good Good Good

Q Good Good Fair Fair Fair Good Good Good Good Good

An Good Good Poor Fair Good Good Good Good Good Good

P Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good Good

R Good Good Fair Good Poor Good Good Good Good Good

A-y Good Good Fair Fair Good Good Good Good Good Good

Table 4-7 Dual Failure Evaluation - Old Dither, Eide [9]

Rating 11 Qualitative Description

Good Second failure shows performance commensurate with or better than for lone single failure.
Look for probability lock and hold.

Fair Second failure shows performance somewhat degraded from that of single failure case. Look
for significant dropouts from probability lock.

Poor Second failure shows performance drastically degraded from that of single failure case. Look
for spiking of probability, but no lock.

ND No Detect. Second failure completely missed or falsely declared.

Table 4-8 Performance Definitions for Table 4-7, Eide [9]
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For the first set of simulations shown in Figure B. 1, it is seen that the probability of

the filter portraying the failure of the left stabilator correctly converges to one in less than

.25 seconds. This is not surprising, for at this point, the simulation will behave exactly as

it did during the single failure analysis (see Figure 4-2). With the exception of the angle of

attack and pitch sensors, all of the second failures converge to a probability of one in less

than .5 seconds after the actual failure insertion at 2 seconds into the simulation. The angle

of attack and pitch sensor failures eventually converge after three and one seconds,

respectively. Note from the AOA (angle of attack sensor) column in Table 4-9 that the

detection of the failure of this sensor was slow for all cases except that of the right

stabilator failing first. In fact, inspection of Figure 4-2 reveals that even as a single failure,

the probability of the filter portraying this failure took an entire second to reach a

probability near one (relatively slow when compared to the other failures), which suggests

that even with the improved dither, the observability of this device is somewhat limited.

This trend is somewhat puzzling, for the failure of the left stabilator does not exhibit this

problem. It should be noted that this actuator has a history of being slow to detect in

previous research as well, suggesting that perhaps the SRF's nonlinear response to its

fluctuations, or lack thereof in the advent of failure, is not quite accurate, or that dither

phasing and its correlation to the particular aircraft motion in this simulation still yields a

certain amount of asymmetry between the left and right stabilator-induced responses of the

aircraft. Examination of the plots for the individual simulations (not included) revealed that

the missing probability for the two slow sensors (AOA and q) were contained in the filter

hypothesizing no secondary failure. Thus, the delay was not due to a case of mistaken

identity, but rather poor observability as previously hypothesized. Utilizing the criteria

given in the third column of Table 4-10, it can be seen that the probability lock is good for

all of the secondary failures in this scenario of a first failure being the left stabilator.
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Second Failure

I LS IRS 1ILR UDIAOAIIAnI IY P I RI~
LS G3  G, G, G3  P4(3) F1 (1) G3  G3  G1  G3

G3  G1  G1  G3  G3  G G3  G2  G2  G2

RS G3  G2  F 1(.8) F 2(.7) G4  F,(1) G3  G, F1 (.8) G2
G 3  G, G1  G3  G3  G1  G3  G2  G, G2

LF IG G2  G, F2(.6) F4(1.7) G1  G3  F4(.8) F 4() G3G3 G4 G3  G3  G2  G1  G 2  G3  G3  G3

RF G3  G2  G 2  G2  F4 (1.7) G1  G2  F 4 (.8) P 4(2.2) G3

G3  G3  G2  G1  G2  G1  G2  G3  G3  G3

RUD G G1  G1  G1  F3(1) G G 2  G, G1  G,
G4 F4  G, G G2  G3  G2  G3  G, G3

AOA G3  G2  G1  F1(.7) G1  G G4  G4  G2  G3
G 3  F 4  G1  F G2 G G, G3  G2  G3

Q F3(.8) F4(1.1) G G1  G, F4(.7) G3  G4  G2  3

F 4  F 4  G1  G1  G1  G 2  3 Q3 G2  U3

A_n F 4(1.2) F 4(.6) N 3  N3  G F 4(1.5) G, G2  G2  G3

F4  F4  N3  N3  G, G G, G3  G, G3

p G3  G2  G, F,(.7) G, F4(.8) G, G3  G3  G3
G3  G4  G3  F1  G2  G2  G, G3  G, G2

R G3  G3  G, G, G, F4(1.5) G1  G3  G4  3
G3  F4  P, P1  G1  G2  P4  P4  G3  P4

A-y G3  G 2  G1  F,(.8) N 4  F 4(1.5) G1  G3  F 4 (.8) 3
G 3 G 3  F N 2  (U2 G23 F 2

Table 4-9 Dual Failure Evaluation - New Dither

Rating First Indicator Second Indicator
_ (Detection Speed) (Detection Lock)

G Good: Average second failure detected in less than Strong Lock - very few, if any dropouts
.5 seconds.

F Fair: Average second failure detected in less than 2 Few Dropouts detected before 6 seconds
seconds (average time indicated in parenthesis) (Dropout = probability less than .9)

P Poor: Eventual Detection of second failure Extensive Dropouts before 6 seconds
(average time indicated in parentheses) (Dropout = probability less than .9)

N Non-detection: Average probability never reaches 1 Average probability never reaches 1
Subscripts - Used for comparison to old dither scheme

1 Significant Improvement (one second or more) Second simulation rated 2 or more levels
higher than first

2 Some Improvement shown Second simulation rated 1 level higher
than first

3 No Change No Change
4 Performance Degraded Performance Degraded

Table 4-10 Performance Definitions for Table 4-9
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The second row in Table 4-9 and Figure B.2 shows that the failure of the right

stabilator (first failure) was somewhat similar to that of the left stabilator (first failure), with

the notable exception being that the angle of attack sensor failure was detected fairly quickly

(the only set of simulations where this occurred). The reader who is solely examining

Table 4-9 (without referring to Appendix B) should note that, while this scenario did

generate four ratings of "Fair" (.5s < t _< 2s for detection), each of these secondary failures

is detected in one second or less.

First failures of the left and right flaperons and the rudder are depicted by Figures

B.3, B.4, and B.5 respectively, as well as the third, fourth and fifth rows of Table 4-9.

The delay in the angle of attack sensor, as discussed above, is present in all three of these

scenarios (though not as bad for the case of the rudder failing first). Note that the detection

of failures in the roll and yaw rate sensors are also somewhat delayed. This delay is to be

expected when a flaperon or the rudder fails first, for these surfaces greatly effect both the

roll and yaw parameters. The application of dither to these actuators is crucial to the

detection of failures in either sensor. These delays were examined using individual

simulation plots, which indicated that the only filter which shared the probability during the

transition was that which hypothesized no secondary failure. Detection lock for all three of

these scenarios was found to be quite good.

With a few notable exceptions, detection and lock of secondary failures when a

sensor fails first (Figures B.6 - B. 11 and rows 6-11 in Table 4-9) were quite good. The

first of these exceptions is for the first failure of the normal acceleration sensor (an). Note

from Figure B.9 that this scenario results in the difficult detection of a failure in one of the

flaperons. In fact, the mean of the ten Monte Carlo runs for the filter hypothesizing a failure

of the normal acceleration sensor and the correct flaperon never does reach a probability of

0.9 (at which point a detection would be declared). Again this difficulty was expected.

The failure of a flaperon would result in an unexpected change in normal acceleration, and
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indeed, it is this unique change in a.n (unique to a flaperon failure) which should cause the

residuals of the Kalman filter hypothesizing a flaperon failure to decrease, resulting in its

probability increasing to nearly one. The removal of the normal acceleration information

(i.e., the failure of the an sensor) will greatly inhibit the correct declaration. Another

notable exception occurs when the yaw rate sensor (r) fails first. This scenario is depicted

in Figure B.10, where it can be observed that, for several of the simulations, the

probability of the filter which depicts the failure of the yaw sensor with no secondary

failure takes a sudden (and unexpected) jump in probability at approximately 3 or 3.5

seconds. This anomaly can be seen in both the flapperon simulations, and the pitch (q),

normal acceleration (an), and lateral acceleration (a-y) sensors. No solid explanation was

obtained for this problem. One hypothesis is that perhaps these failure combinations

caused the aircraft to deviate form the design point in the flight envelope (speed and

altitude). This hypothesis was explored by Eide [9] who found that the constant gain

Kalman filters were severely effected by small changes in the aircraft's velocity or altitude.

The final exception is that of the lateral acceleration sensor failing first, and the rudder

failing second. This scenario, as with the first, is to be expected. The detection of the

failure of the rudder is understandably very dependent upon inputs from this sensor.

Again, all of these difficulties were found to have their remaining probabilities contained

almost exclusively in the filter depicting no second failure.

It should be noted that, while the results of the comparison shown in Table 4-9 will

give an overall indication of the improvements obtained with the new dither, a truly

adequate comparison would require that the failure insertion times be made identical. In

Eide's analysis, the insertion times for the first and second failures were at 3 and 5 seconds

into the simulation, respectively, whereas this simulation inserts the failures at 1 and 3

seconds. These relatively early insertions were required for the analysis of the Control

Redistribution algorithm. As noted by Eide, the failure detection performance of the
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MMAE is somewhat dependent upon the time of the failure insertion point. Since the main

purpose of this simulation was to provide a basis upon which to evaluate the Control

Redistribution algorithm, the decision was made not to adjust the times to match those of

Eide's research. Examination of Table 4-9 reveals that over half (51%) of the 110

simulations resulted in an improvement in failure detection time. The same percentage of

improvement was found to occur for detection lock. With one exception, all failures in the

second simulation were detected. Note that this one no detection case is for the a115 failure

(lateral acceleration sensor and rudder) and is to be expected. These two components are

very tightly coupled, and somewhat independent of the other components. This is

especially true when the lateral acceleration sensor (ay) fails first, for the detection of a

rudder failure is singularly dependent upon this sensor. In fact, past research has indicated

that this aircraft could benefit from the incorporation of a rudder position sensor to assist in

the event of the ay sensor failure [37]. While the one ND (no detection) rating in the

second simulation may not seem to be a tremendous improvement over the three "ND's"

indicated for Eide's simulation in Table 4-7, if the same criteria used to develop Table 4-9

were applied to Eide's simulation, the result would be no fewer than 14 "ND's". Only 20

simulations (18%) showed any degradation in failure detection. While this might seem

significant, it should be noted that of these 20, 17 were still classified as "Good" or "Fair"

(i.e., the degradations were rather slight). For failure lock, 14 simulations (13%) showed

some degradation, and of these 10 were still "Good" or "Fair". In summary, as with the

single failure analysis, the ability of the MMAE to detect and maintain lock on double

failures has been significantly improved by the incorporation of Stepaniak's [47] new

dither algorithm.
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4.3.3 Double Failures with Control Redistribution

4.3.3.1 Failure Detection

Once the methods of implementing Control Redistribution for double failures had

been fully developed, and a basis simulation completed, simulations were performed which

incorporated two failures on an MMAE-based Block 40 controller which utilized Control

Redistribution. Initial results were mixed. While Control Redistribution seemed to help

tremendously in the detection of a sensor failure once an actuator had failed first, many

double failure simulations were unable to maintain correct detection lock after the second

failure. Both of these trends can be readily observed in the probability summary plot of

Figure 4-8. In this plot, the results of the left stabilator failing first are plotted. Notice that,

while the initial detection of the second failures is exceptional, detection lock is extremely

poor for the actuators while excellent for the sensors.

The improvement in sensor detection was somewhat expected. The problem which

always exists after the failure of an actuator is that of impaired identifiability of a failure due

to lowered system excitation. When an actuator fails to respond to the dither input

command, a second component failure can become difficult to detect. This problem can be

readily seen in the basis simulation double failure plots found in Appendix B. When

Control Redistribution is employed, the dither signal for the failed actuator is redistributed

to the healthy actuators in an attempt to create the same identifiability that was present with

the fully functional aircraft. Comparison of Figure 4-8 with Figure B. 1 shows this

improvement in the aoa, q, and an sensors.

The degradation in detection lock which came after the failure of two actuators was

not expected. After an extensive investigation into possible problems with the MMAE and

Control Redistribution code, a relatively simple explanation became quite evident. As
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Left Stabilator failing first: 10 runs
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Control Redistribution
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discussed in Section 4.1, during a single failure, the dither fluctuates the actuators at nearly

their physical rate saturation points. When a double actuator failure occurs, the increased

load which is placed on the remaining healthy actuators will force them to their rate

saturation limits, making their response to the dither nonlinear. When this occurs, the

residuals of the Kalman filters, which were designed based upon a linear response, will no

longer provide a good indication of the correct hypothesis, and the probabilities, which

result from these residuals, will be in error.

This hypothesis was supported by the observation that the healthy actuators, which

received the most redistributed command, seemed to suffer the greatest amount of

degradation. Also, when one of the two failures was a sensor, the probability dropouts

were usually less noticeable. This also supported the rate saturation hypothesis, since no

Control Redistribution is incorporated for sensor failures.

To verify the hypothesis, the amount of commanded input from the Control

Redistribution algorithm was scaled to various degrees and the results were examined.

This test showed a definite decrease in the anomaly as the amount of scaling was increased

(i.e., as the magnitude of the redistributed control was decreased). With this trend firmly

established, various levels of scaling were tested in an effort to minimize the problem. It

should be realized that there is a tradeoff in this approach. While scaling back the amount

of redistributed control resulted in a better detection lock, it also reduces the amount of

control authority and system excitation gained from utilizing Control Redistribution in the

first place. Thus the objective was to scale back the redistributed command just enough to

provide an acceptable level of detection lock (i.e., not saturate the unfailed actuators), while

continuing to allow for an improvement in commanded control authority, system excitation,

and failure detection.
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Because the failure lock problem was not a problem in the single failure case, it was

thought that a viable solution could be to normalize each individual redistribution matrix

(i.e., the particular page of the packed redistribution matrix which corresponds to the

particular failure scenario declared) based upon the maximum amount of redistribution used

in the single failure case. A quick examination of the packed matrix used for the single

failure simulations (see Equation (4.6)) shows that the maximum factor of redistribution to

any one actuator to be one. This being the case, an algorithm was developed that summed

the two redistribution factors of each row of the individual redistribution matrix, and

determined the greatest value to be used. This value was then used to normalize actual

command to each actuator. While this solution worked well for several double failure

scenarios, it failed to consider that while some of the actuators can handle this maximum

redistribution factor of one, others were apparently more sensitive. In an effort to

determine what the minimum limits were for each sensor, an analysis was performed by

multiplying the normalizing factor found for each simulation by varying degrees. Thus,

after the second failure has been declared, the command for the ith healthy actuator will be

its original command (Hcom i - note: H = healthy), plus the redistributed command from

each of the two failed components (Rcom1 and Rcom 2 - note: R = Redistributed), all of

which is divided by the scaled normalizing factor consisting of the maximum sum from the

redistribution matrix (Rm), multiplied by the scale factor (SF). This algorithm is depicted

in Equation (4.7):

Hcomi = (Hcomi + Rcom1 + Rcom 2)/(Rm * SF) (4.7)

The scale factors (i.e., SF values) used for this analysis were 1, 1.2, and 1.5. These

values were each used to generate a set of double failure probability plots, which were then

evaluated to determine the best scaling factor for each double failure scenario (110 in all).

The scale factor choice was made based on the minimum value which resulted in acceptable
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results. To be considered acceptable, the resulting detection lock was required to be judged

as "FAIR" as rated in Table 4-10 ("Few dropouts detected before 6 seconds"). It was

deemed more important to select a minimum scale factor in lieu of improved performance,

in the hopes that increased Control Redistribution would pay off during the pilot-

commanded doublet analysis subsequently.

The resulting scale factor choices for implementation are shown in Table 4-11. In

this table, it can be seen that for the majority (81%) of the double failure scenarios, a scale

factor of one (no scaling) is sufficient. Note that the most difficulty is found in the

scenarios in which the right stabilator or rudder is inserted as one of the failures. As

mentioned previously, the right stabilator has also been troublesome in past research, and

its difference in behavior from its counterpart on the left side of the aircraft suggests that

perhaps there is still a phasing problem in the dither, or perhaps that the VISTA

simulation's incorporation of the effects of this surface is somewhat flawed. The difficulty

associated with the rudder was somewhat expected, as the failure of the non-redundant
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rudder will result in the highest amount of redistributed command to both the stabilators

and the flaperons. This is evident in the last column of the single failure packed

redistribution matrix shown in Equation (4.6).

It is interesting to note from Table 4-11 that many of the double failure scenarios

which required a redistribution scale factor involved sensor failures. This is true, despite

the fact that no added redistribution will result from the failure of a sensor. It is thought

that this anomaly is present because the increased difficulty in failure detection which

occurs when a particular sensor fails could push an already marginally rate-saturated

situation into the trouble zone. If, for example, the single failure of the rudder creates a

minor amount of rate saturation in the remaining actuators, the resulting probabilities of the

MMAE algorithm might still be acceptable provided that good sensor information is still

available. If however, a critical sensor fails (in this case, the yaw rate sensor - R), the

results could be as bad as those seen for the double actuator failure in Figure 4-8.

Once the choices shown in Table 4-11 were made, a simple logical filter was

devised to determine what scale factor to use based on which components had failed. The

results of this implementation can be found in Appendix C. Comparison of these

probability plots with those generated for the basis set in Section 4.3.2 are mixed. In most

scenarios (i.e. groupings of first failures), a definite improvement can be seen in the

detection of sensor failures after an actuator has failed first. Comparison scenarios where

the actuator fails second tend to show some degradation in the area of detection lock.

Again, this is to be expected since the scale factor was chosen to satisfy minimally

acceptable constraints in the hopes that the resulting level of Control Redistribution would

provide more control authority and system excitation in these scenarios. Thus it is hoped

that the benefits of failure detection, due to increased excitation and improved control

authority, will outweigh any degradations seen in probability lock.
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4.3.3.2 Doublet Response

To test this system for control authority in the face of double failures, the same

purposefully commanded pitch, roll, and yaw doublet inputs used in the single failure

analysis are applied one second after the insertion of the second failure. The reader should

note that this doublet analysis only examines the control authority issue, i.e., the failure

detections are assumed to occur before the application of the doublet command, exactly as

demonstrated in the previous section. A recommendation is made in Chapter 5 that future

research efforts examine the capability of the system to detect failures during the

commanded doublet input (or any other maneuvering commands). For comparison

purposes, the doublets are applied to a system which does not incorporate Control

Redistribution, as well as one which does. Due to the enormous amount of data involved

in a complete evaluation, only double failures involving two actuator failures were tested.

This results in 10 separate double failure scenarios for each of the three doublets, which are

performed for both the systems with and without Control Redistribution. This resulted in

60 simulations, each consisting of 10 Monte Carlo Runs and a set of 15 output subplots.

While a more complete analysis (i.e., allowing failures in both actuators and sensors)

would have been preferred, the time and effort required to process the 240 simulations was

deemed to be unfeasible.

All of the output plots for this section are listed in Appendix D. This appendix is

constructed in the same manner as Appendix A, i.e., divided into three separate sections,

one for each doublet. Each section contains both the plots for the basis simulations (no

Control Redistribution) and those plots for the test simulation (with Control

Redistribution). For each simulation, the first and second failures are inserted at one and

two seconds into the simulation, respectively, and the one-second doublet is initiated at

three seconds. While it could be argued that a later doublet insertion time would insure that

all second failures are properly detected before the doublet insertion, the departure from the
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flight envelope design point (discussed in Section 4.3.2), and the fact that most secondary

failures are properly declared at this point, made the choice for early insertion (3 seconds)

more logical.

Some of the initial results of the doublet simulations were rather disappointing. In

particular, during the yaw doublet, the incorporation of Control Redistribution in a

simulation in which the failure of any actuator occurred in conjunction with the failure of

the rudder, resulted in practically no improvement in control authority. This was

disturbing, for it was thought that in the event of a rudder failure, the flaperons and

stabilators could be utilized to provide, at the very least, a yaw doublet response that could

be helpful to the pilot. Certainly in the single failure analysis, this yaw doublet was

produced for the rudder failure (see Section 4.2.2.3). But this was not the case with the

double failure analysis, where the yaw response invoked by Control Redistribution during

any double failure combination which included a rudder failure was, to say the least,

unsatisfactory. This lack of performance can be seen in Figure 4-9. In this figure, it can

be seen that the left flaperon (If) and rudder (rud) fail at one and two seconds respectively.

The lack of yaw response can be seen in every subplot of the center column (i.e., the lateral

channel). While there does appear to be a small amount of oscillating response in each

subplot, each is approximately 1800 out of phase from the normal response (dashed line).

A close analysis of the actuator responses in the third column reveals the source of the

problem. Recall that in Section 4.2.1 it was stated that the dither signal was not to be

incorporated in conjunction with any commanded input from the pilot. Obviously, in

Figure 4-9 the dither signal is applied throughout the simulation, including during the yaw

doublet input which occurs between three and four seconds. Reexamination of the

FORTRAN code used to generate the VISTA simulation revealed that the software switch

utilized to stop the dither in the event of commanded input was only set for the pitch stick

input. Indeed, this reexamination of the single failures plots in Appendix A reveals that this
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trend is present. While the impact of this error is not thought to affect the results of the

single failure analysis seriously, the double failure simulations were re-accomplished with

the incorporation of the proper code. The results of these simulations are provided below.

Before presenting the separate analysis of each set of doublet simulations, it should

be noted that there was one failure scenario which produced a diverging effect in all cases

(i.e., irrespective of doublet type or the incorporation of Control Redistribution). The

failure of both stabilators resulted in the divergence of both the pitch angle (theta) and the

forward linear velocity (u). Recalling that the failures of these actuators places them at their

nominal positions (i.e., the positions required to keep the aircraft in trim), one might think

that their failures should not result in any change of these two variables. Close examination

of Figures D-1 and D-11 reveals that these two failures do not actually cause the

divergence, for the problem does not commence until the insertion of the doublet at three

seconds. At this point it is felt that a disturbance in the pitch axis starts the departure from

the nominal position, and with no stabilators to counter this torque, it quickly diverges at

what appears to be an exponential rate. While a simulation with no input doublet was not

performed, it is strongly felt that even small pitch variations due to wind gusts, and the

dithering of the remaining actuators would cause the same results. Note that, in the

simulations performed with Control Redistribution, each doublet performed in the presence

of the double failure of both stabilators (see Figures D- 11, D-3 1, or D-5 1) also resulted in

an increasing (magnitude) bias on both the left and right flaperon. It is thought that this is

an attempt by the flaperons to nullify the diverging pitch. Because of the relatively close

position of the flaperons to the aircraft's center of gravity, this attempt is futile; in fact,

close examination reveals that pitch angle (theta) and velocity (u) actually diverged more in

the simulation with Control Redistribution than in the simulation without it. Perhaps this

deterioration is due to the increased activity of the remaining healthy actuators.
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4.3.3.2.1 Pitch Doublet

As with the single failures, the nature of the pitch doublet motivates the analysis of

both the pitch angle, theta, and the pitch rate, q. This doublet will also be most affected by

failures of the actuators which control the pitch maneuver, i.e., the stabilators. Because of

the problems discussed above, the double failure of both stabilators resulted in an unstable

aircraft for both simulations (i.e., with, and without Control Redistribution) of this doublet

input (see Figures D-1 and D- 11). Comparison of Figures D-2 through D-7 to D-12

through D-17 shows that double failures which include a single stabilator failure along with

a flaperon or rudder failure do show some improvement in both the pitch angle, theta, and

pitch rate, q. As with the single failures, the pitch doublet does result in a slight departure

in the roll angle, phi, which was deemed to be insignificant. The remaining failures (i.e.

those which do not include the failure of a stabilator) show very little degradation in doublet

response in either the system with, or the system without Control Redistribution.

4.3.3.2.2 Roll Doublet

The roll doublet simulations resulted in perhaps the most significant amount of

improvement from the use of Control Redistribution. For this doublet, failures of the

flaperons and rudder create the greatest amount of difficulty. This difficulty stems from the

fact that the flaperons are utilized differentially in conjunction with the rudder to generate

the roll manuever, while the stabilators, which are normally operated only in unison to

create a pitching moment, are not.

All seven of the simulations which include flaperon failures show at least some

improvement from Control Redistribution in the lateral channel (center column of

subplots). Comparison of Figures D-22 and 23 with D-32 and 33 (left stabilator with

either flaperon) reveals that, while the simulation which does not utilize Control

Redistribution shows very little deviation in the roll rate, p, yaw rate, r, and lateral
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acceleration, ay, the simulation utilizing Control Redistribution is even closer to the no-

failure case. Sideslip angle, B shows a tremendous improvement from Control

Redistribution, which can be accounted for by the lack of adverse yaw as discussed in

Section 4.2.2.2. In this case, the adverse yaw is not being created by a rudder failure,

however, the rudder is now being utilized to help compensate for the other failures, making

its original job in the roll doublet more difficult. The roll angle of the simulation utilizing

Control Redistribution, while showing the characteristic departure, shows much more

fidelity to the original, no-failure, response. Either flaperon failing with the right stabilator

(compare D-25 and 26 with D-35 and 36) show similar results.

Perhaps the most challenging scenario for the roll doublet input, is when both

flaperons have failed. This result was quite expected, for as stated previously, the

flaperons are the primary surfaces utilized to generate the roll manuever. These plots can

be seen in Figures D-28 and D-38. In this case it is helpful to examine the dither response

of each simulation as well as the doublet. Comparison of the stabilator responses of the

impaired simulation with the basis simulation (no failures) shows that Control

Redistribution has these actuators working very hard to try and produce the same doublet,

as well as dither response. This is evident in the plots of roll rate, p, yaw rate, r, and

lateral acceleration, a.y, where it can be seen that the simulation utilizing Control

Redistribution not only better approximates the doublet response, but also has a very high

level of fidelity to the dither response. The exception to this is the initial doublet response

in the yaw rate, r. Here it is seen that r takes a large jump in the simulation using Control

Redistribution. While no explanation for this jump was obtained, it should be noted that

the simulation converges very quickly to the unimpaired response. Perhaps connected with

this anomaly is the strong rise seen in the sideslip angle, B, at approximately two seconds

(the time of the second failure insertion). This jump also corresponds to a brief rise in the

right flaperon response, which occurs just prior to its failure at two seconds. It is thought
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that perhaps the left flaperon is responding to the failure of the right flaperon at this point,

for as was seen in the single failure case, these actuators are effectively nulled out when

their counterpart fails. This action prevents the dither from causing any unwanted roll and

yaw from acting on a single flaperon. Since the nullification is not instantaneous, the right

flaperon does receive a small positive dither pulse just before its two second failure point.

This pulse could explain the sideslip and yaw jumps seen in this simulation. Note that, as

with the yaw angle, the sideslip angle quickly converges to the response generated by the

basis simulation.

4.3.3.2.3 Yaw Doublet

The simulations resulting from the input of a yaw doublet to both systems with and

without Control Redistribution can be found in Figures D-41 through D-60. Examination

of the no-fail simulation, represented by the dashed line on all of these figures, reveals that

the majority of this doublet is created with the rudder, and that a small part is also played by

the flaperons. Thus it is not surprising to see very little difficulty encountered by either

system when the two induced failures do not include the failure of the rudder. The first

simulations which combine a stabilator failure with a rudder failure are shown in Figures

D-44, D-57 (no Control Redistribution), D-54 and D-57 (with Control Redistribution).

The results of these simulations were somewhat surprising, a total lack of command

response from either system. As discussed previously, it was thought that Control

Redistribution would cause the flaperons to generate a yaw response. In this scenario (i.e.,

a stabilator and rudder failure) it is thought that the majority of the flaperon's control

authority is being used to assist the remaining stabilator in maintaining the desired pitch

angle, theta, thus preventing their use to generate the yaw response. In Figures D-49, D-

50, D-59, and D-60, the yaw response of each system with a flaperon and rudder failure is

shown. In these scenarios, it can be seen that, while the system utilizing Control
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Redistribution does not reproduce the same amplitude as the no-fail response, there is, at

least, a response, which is more than what can be said for the system which does not use

Control Redistribution (Figure D-49). It is thought that the reduced amplitude is a direct

result of the scaling which has been incorporated to prevent actuator rate saturation (see

Section 4.3.3.1). It is hoped that this small amount of control authority will at least assist

the pilot in the landing of an aircraft with this class of damage.

The simultaneous failures of both flaperons also provided interesting results for the

yaw doublet. Figures D-48 and D-58 show that, while the system with no control

Redistribution does provide a response to the yaw doublet, this response appears to diverge

in every lateral channel variable shown in the center column. In contrast, the system using

Control Redistribution is almost identical to the no-fail simulation. This is perhaps the

most notable improvement attributable to Control Redistribution.

4.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents the data and subsequent analysis resulting from computer

simulations incorporating the algorithms discussed in the first three chapters. The chapter

begins by introducing the reader to the various forms of data presentation (i.e., probability

and output plots) and proceeds to recreate the single failure analysis which was performed

by Stepaniak [47]. The dither algorithm developed by Stepaniak is presented, and the

results are compared to the single failure analysis of Eide [9].

The effects of Control Redistribution are examined in the single failure simulation,

and output plots are generated and compared to the same simulations on a system which

does not incorporate Control Redistribution. These output plots have been placed in

Appendix A, and are the result of applying separate yaw, pitch and roll doublets.
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Various aspects of the double failure analysis are then presented. First, the many

changes to the MMAE and Control Redistribution algorithms, as well as changes in the

probability plots, are presented. Next, a basis simulation is performed using Stepaniak's

new dither and no Control Redistribution. The results of this simulation are included in

Appendix B and are compared to those obtained by Eide for double failures.

With the basis simulation established, the simulations which tested double failures

against a system using Control Redistribution are then presented. Problems which arose

due to rate saturation are presented, along with the scaling technique developed to

compensate for these problems. The resulting probability plots are included in Appendix

C. The output plots comparing the doublet responses to double failures in both the systems

which did and did not incorporate Control Redistribution are presented in Appendix D. An

analysis of these simulations is presented which shows the benefits provided by Control

Redistribution in the face of double actuator failures.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Chapter Overview

In this chapter the conclusions are presented which pertain to the performance of the

Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation with Control Redistribution (MMAEICR) algorithm in

failure detection and compensation for the VISTA F-16 aircraft. These conclusions are

based upon the results which have been presented in Chapter 4, which, in-turn, are the

results of the theories and concepts presented in Chapters 1 through 3. Section 5.2.1

presents the conclusions which can be made from the analysis of the MMAE-based Block

40 controller against single failures of both actuators and sensors. Conclusions reached

from the utilization of Control Redistribution against the same set of single failures is then

presented in Section 5.2.2. A summary of the conclusions reached in the double failure

analysis is then presented in Section 5.2.3.

Section 5.3 presents some of the many possible recommendations for further

research in this area. Initially, Section 5.3.1 discusses the need to explore gain scheduling,

in an effort to develop an algorithm that is not so sensitive to changes in flight conditions.

This section is followed by recommendations for real-time simulations of this algorithm,

and suggests current AFIT Graduate Computer Science research projects which could quite

feasibly be utilized to accomplish this task. Section 5.3.3 presents suggestions for

alternative failure mode investigations. The chapter ends with the ultimate recommendation

for in-flight evaluation of these concepts.
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5.2 Conclusions

5.2.1 Single Failures - MMAE

The compensation for single failures using MMvAE techniques has been thoroughly

researched [9, 10, 11, 19, 20, 31, 32, 44, 47]. Chapter 2 presented some of the history

behind this development, as well as recent efforts at AFIT to incorporate the technique into

high performance aircraft such as the VISTA F-16. The results of MMAE against single

failures in this research are readily apparent in the data presented in Chapter 4. In that

chapter it can be concluded that a properly tuned MvIAE can do an excellent job of

detecting failures and properly estimating the system's state variables in the presence of

these failures. As presented in Chapter 2, the MMAE design accomplishes this by

incorporating a bank of Kalman filters, each designed based upon a specific failure

hypothesis. In the case of a sensor failure, the particular filter brought on line to estimate

the various states of the system can do so without the failed sensors measurements,

because it was designed to utilize the information provided by the remaining healthy

sensors. In the event of an actuator failure, the filter which is based upon that failure is

expecting the type of abnormal response which may result. The purpose of sensor

information is to provide the conventional Block 40 Flight Control System with the

necessary information to determine the appropriate controls to apply to the aircraft.

Normally, if the raw information from one or more sensors is not present, the control

system cannot generate the commanded controls completely or effectively. Because the

MMAE can provide accurate estimates of these normally measured variables without the

information of one or more sensors, it can be said that it effectively compensates for sensor

failures. The failure of an actuator will usually cause certain difficulties in the estimation of

the system's state variables in a nonadaptive filter, for changes in the system's dynamic

response may not be interpreted properly. In this sense the MvLAE also provides some
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compensation for actuator failures, i.e. state variable estimates which would normally be

corrupted by the failure of an actuator can now be estimated rather precisely. This form of

actuator compensation should not be confused with the type of control authority

compensation which results from Control Redistribution, for while the MMAE can provide

accurate state information in the presence of actuator failures, it does nothing to redirect, or

otherwise change, the commands being sent to the aircraft's actuators. Figure 4-2 shows

that the MMAE can provide detection of most single failures within .25 seconds, and all

within 1.25 seconds. This figure also shows the excellent ability of the algorithm to

maintain these declarations.

It can also be concluded that the capabilities of the MMVIAE are extremely dependent

upon two distinct factors. The first of these factors relates to how well the nonlinear

system is modeled. This pertains not only to the truth model used to evaluate the

algorithms, but also to the linear approximation which is used to design the linearized

Kalman Filters of the MMAE and to develop the redistribution matrices for the Control

Redistribution algorithm. The second factor concerns the identifiability of the system.

With this system, many problems have been resolved by altering the dither signals used to

assist in the detection of failures. These improvements are readily observed by comparing

the results of Stepaniak's dither [47] in Figure 4-2, with those of Eide [9] in Figure 4-3.

Differences in the ability of the algorithm to detect failures of similar components (e.g., left

flaperon vs. right flaperon) leads to the conclusion that improvements may still be

necessary in future research.

5.2.2 Single Failures - Control Redistribution

Incorporation of Control Redistribution into the MMDAE provides yet another level

of performance improvement in the face of single failures. Results in Chapter 4 show that,

because of Control Redistribution, the algorithm now actually has the ability to compensate
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for failed actuators. This provides an excellent complement to the MMAE, which in effect

compensates for failed sensors by replacing raw measurements as inputs to the Block 40

Flight Control System with optimal adaptive estimates of those measurements. Now

Control Redistribution compensates for actuator failures by redistributing the commands

intended for a failed component to those which remain healthy. The results of this concept

against single failures (presented in Section 4.2) show that Control Redistribution does

indeed provide a significant level of control authority that would otherwise not be available.

The added benefit of Control Redistribution is that it also redistributes the dither signal to

the remaining healthy actuators. This has the effect of exciting the system with the single

failure in much the same way as the system was when it was fully functional. The end

result is that the system is now better prepared to detect and respond to a second failure.

5.2.3 Double Failures -MMAE/CR

The advancement of the MMAE/CR algorithms to allow the detection and

compensation of double failures provided some very promising results. These results

required several modifications to the algorithms, all of which are presented in Chapter 4.

To provide a basis upon which to judge the effects of Control Redistribution against double

actuator failures, simulations using MMAE-based Block 40 controller without Control

Redistribution were performed. These simulations were extremely exhaustive, since

simulations examining each failure (11 total) in combination with all other possible

secondary failures (10 total) had to be performed, and each case required several different

Monte Carlo runs (at least 10). While these results served mainly to develop and analyze

the Control Redistribution portion of the algorithm, they were also evaluated and compared

to the results obtained by Eide [9]. This comparison, detailed in Table 4-9 and Section

4.3.2, showed a significant improvement in the ability of the MMAE to detect and maintain
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probability lock on secondary failures. This improvement is directly attributed to the

improved dither algorithm developed by Stepaniak [47].

Once the basis simulation was complete, an attempt at incorporating the Control

Redistribution was performed. Initially the results were disastrous. Failure to heed the

warnings of Stepaniak concerning possible rate saturation of actuators resulted in extremely

poor secondary failure probability lock when both failures were actuators. This problem is

quite obvious in Figure 4-8. On the bright side, these simulations did show a much

improved detection time of the second failures. This was especially true for secondary

sensor failures. The improvement was expected, and attributed to the fact that the dither

was now being re-routed from the failed actuator to the remaining healthy actuators,

providing a level of excitation closer to that of the original fully functional system, thereby

maintaining identifiability of the second failure. After considerable investigation into the

probability lock problem, it was determined that the problem was indeed rate saturation of

the actuators resulting from the load of two failed actuators being redistributed to the

remaining healthy actuators. To remedy this situation, various levels of command scaling

were incorporated. Analysis of these levels showed that a definite tradeoff exists for any

attempt to reduce the amount of redistribution (i.e., decreasing Control Redistribution

helped the rate saturation problem, but reduced the improvements sought in controllability).

Once an acceptable set of redistribution levels was obtained (see Table 4-11), simulations

were performed to evaluate the failure detection and compensation capabilities of the

algorithm. These results, placed in Appendices C and D and detailed in Sections 4.3.3.1

and 4.3.3.2, show that, while the double failures seriously challenge the MMAF/CR

algorithm, the improvements over the system utilizing only MMAE are quite noteworthy.

As noted in Chapter 4, there are certain double failures for which no amount of

compensation will be satisfactory. This was definitely the case for the double failure of

both stabilators, which resulted in an unstable aircraft for all command inputs, and both
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system configurations. Along with this realization, there were also some pleasing

discoveries. The most notable of these was the simulation showing the yaw doublet

response in the case of the failure of both flaperons. This simulation resulted in an unstable

aircraft for the system which did not incorporate Control Redistribution, and a very

responsive aircraft for the system that did. Several other simulations demonstrated that

Control redistribution can provide a limited amount of control authority in the presence of

most double actuator failures.

5.3 Recommendations

5.3.1 Gain Scheduling

Throughout this research the limitations resulting from the single constant gain of

each Kalman filter were quite apparent. In Eide's research [9], a study of the MMAE's

robustness showed that it could not perform as expected if small changes occurred in the

aircraft's flight condition. These effects are most apparent in probability plots such as

Figure C-10. Here it can be seen that, as the simulation progresses, the ability of the

MMAE to maintain the correct probability lock is degraded more and more. This is thought

to be occurring as a result of the Control Redistribution algorithm's attempt to compensate

for the specific failure. Considering the example of a rudder failure of Figure C-10, the

Control Redistribution algorithm will attempt to compensate by utilizing the flaperons and

stabilators. While this compensation will result in a compensating effect, it will also cause

the aircraft to change its position within the flight envelope, i.e. changes in both speed and

altitude will occur. If these changes deviate significantly from the point at which the

Kalman filter was designed, the ability of the MMAE will be impaired. The development

of a gain look-up table for various points within the flight envelope could possibly remedy
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this situation: the gain of each elemental filter in the MvIAE algorithm could be gain-

scheduled, just as the controller gains of the Block 40 Flight Control System are.

5.3.2 Identifiability Issues

As discussed in Section 5.2.1, the identifiability of the system will greatly affect the

failure identification capabilities of this algorithm. It has been demonstrated in this, and

previous research, that in a benign flight condition (i.e., trimmed, with no pilot

commanded input), accurate identification of sensor and actuator failures can be difficult.

This problem is intensified when more than one failure occurs. It has also been shown that

a carefully constructed dither signal, applied to the actuators to "shake up" the system can

improve this situation tremendously. But problems still exist. Data presented in this

research shows that improvements in the dither signal are still needed. Particularly, it can

be seen that the failures of the two flaperons are detected differently, perhaps suggesting

that the phase relationship between the signals sent to these two actuators is not quite

optimal.

Another identifiability issue worthy of future research concerns commanded inputs.

Eide [9] questioned the necessity of the dither signal, speculating that a periodic, pilot-

commanded doublet could provide the necessary excitement to the system. If this were

indeed true, the questions concerning the true subliminality, and effectiveness, of the dither

signals could be of reduced concern. The fact that this method of system excitement would

require a deliberate pilot comanded input in order to detect failures during steady level flight

is also a valid point. However, it can also be argued that the most crucial time for adequate

failure detection (and subsequent compensation) is not during benign flight, but during a

pilot-commanded maneuver. Before this debate can continue, investigations into the failure

detection capability of the system during the commanded doublets should be performed. If

the system is able to detect component failures adequatelywithout a dither input, in the
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presence of certain maneuvers, then the issue of deciding when dither is actually required,

and when it can be shut off can be further investigated.

5.3.3 Real-Time Simulation

A logical next step would be to integrate the algorithm into a real time simulation.

This would provide a means of qualitatively evaluating the performance of MMAE/CR at a

higher degree of accuracy. This is not to say that the SRF VISTA does not do an excellent

job of providing a nonlinear truth model for the aircraft, but a real-time simulation would

allow the incorporation of an actual "man-in-the-loop", and perhaps even a human who has

had some actual experience in flying this aircraft. If successful, this type of research could

provide an enormous amount of momentum in the implementation of this system in an

actual aircraft.

Research into this area has revealed that an extensive amount of work is being

performed in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at AFIT in the

development of a "virtual cockpit" designed specifically for the F-16. Adams [1] has

developed this simulation with an impressive amount of detail and fidelity, and has been

able to solicit the recommendations and feedback of actual F-16 pilots. While the truth

model used for this simulation is not the SRF VISTA, and it utilizes the C programming

language rather than FORTRAN, future research efforts could be made to resolve these

differences, resulting in a product of truly exceptional proportions.

5.3.4 Alternative Failure Modes

The results of this research in its investigation of single and double failures has by

no means completed the analysis of this algorithm. In this research, only fully failed
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actuators and sensors were investigated. What remains to be accomplished is the

investigation into the detection and compensation of partial failures.

Eide [9] investigated the performance of the MMAE against partial sensor failures,

modeling them as increases in measurement noise, or as the appearance of a measurement

bias. This analysis resulted in a relatively a limited amount of success. It has been

suggested by Maybeck [37] that perhaps a way to model these failures to ensure good

MMAE performance would be to multiply a row of the H matrix (see Equation (2-35)) by a

scalar between 0 and 1, resulting in a failure model which maintains the measurement noise

upon which the filters were based, and yeilding a system status hypothesis that can truly lie

within the parameter space of the MMAE. This would yield models very analogous to

those used to model partial failures of actuators, with which MMN'AE identification has been

consistently superior.

Partial failures of actuators can be modeled in much the same way, by multiplying a

row of the B by a similar scalar. This concept is discussed in Section 3.5. Other

considerations for the actuator failures are also worth considering. These include the

actuator that becomes stuck in a non-free-stream position, actuators which fail

intermittently, and actuators which are completely or partially obliterated from the aircraft

(and thus associated with different stability derivatives and trim values than those depicted

in this research).

5.3.5 In-Flight Evaluation

As emphasized by Stepaniak [47], the concept of implementing the MMAE/CR

algorithm on an actual aircraft is extremely attractive for two very important reasons. First,

because the aircraft's original Block 40 control system is maintained in its entirety, the

algorithm would be relatively easy and safe to implement. A full-scale Multiple Model
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Adaptive Controller (MMAC) algorithm, in comparison, would require validation of the

flight-worthiness of each of the separate control designs incorporated into its structure.

Second, because the results of Control Redistribution are transparent to the fully functional

aircraft, performance during the no-fail condition would not be affected in any way.

During a failure, the Control Redistribution attempts to provide the same degree of

performance and response as was seen with the fully functional Block 40 aircraft, thus

providing a familiar feel to the pilot, and not trying to change or enhance any aspect other

than controllability in the event of failure.
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Appendix A

Output Plots of Single Failures

This appendix contains output plots for the analysis of single failures of the VISTA

F- 16 using a standard Block 40 controller preceded by an MMAE algorithm, both with and

without control redistribution. Plots represent simulations which were performed using

separate pitch, roll and yaw doublet inputs. Specific analysis of these plots can be found in

Section 4.2.2.

This appendix is structured into three sections, each representing the response of

the system to a either a pitch, roll or yaw doublet. Each section is subdivided into a

simulation which does not utilize Control Redistribution, and one that does. Each of these

subdivisions contains five plots, one for the failure of each actuator, and each plot contains

15 subplots representing the various longitudinal (first column) and lateral (second column)

output variables of the system, along with the output positions of the five actuators (third

column).

The subplots are once again further subdivided into two separate traces. The first

trace shows the mean of the responses from 10 Monte Carlo runs of the simulation against

a fully functional aircraft. This trace is represented by a dashed line, and its ± one sigma

value is shown with a dashed dotted line. Note that if the variance is small, these lines will

coincide and appear as solid. The second trace represents the mean of the responses from

10 Monte Carlo runs during the particular failure. This trace is represented by a solid line,

with the ± one sigma value shown by a dotted line.
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Appendix B

Probability Plots for MMAE-based Block 40

with No Control Redistribution

This appendix contains the probability plots of a simulation which was run without

Control Redistribution. The purpose of this simulation was to compare Stepaniak's [46]

dither scheme with that used by Eide [8], and to provide a basis with which to compare the

simulations performed with control redistribution. These two analyses are both provided in

Section 4.3.

Each of the following probability summary plots is the result of 11 separate

simulations. Each simulation is shown with a separate subplot, and each subplot shows

the mean of 10 Monte Carlo runs (solid line) and the ± one sigma value (dotted line). The

first subplot shown represents the probability of the Kalman filter which hypothesizes a

fully functional (FF) aircraft, and therefore should drop from one to zero soon after the

injection of the first failure at one second. The remaining 11 represent simulations in which

the first failure (injected at one second) is combined with a particular secondary failure

(injected at two seconds). The exception to this is the location which, by this convention,

would be showing the double failure of the same component (an impossible scenario). In

this location, the probability plot for the Kalman filter which represents the first failure,

with no secondary failure, is presented. The simulation for this subplot is usually chosen

as the simulation shown in the next consecutive subplot, with the exception of the first

failure being the rudder ("rud" = last actuator), which utilizes the simulation for the lateral

acceleration sensor (a_y) as the second failure, and the first failure being the lateral

acceleration sensor (ay = last sensor), which utilizes the simulation for the pitch sensor (q)

as the second failure.
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Note that because of relatively long titles, Figures B-8 and B-12 are scaled slightly

smaller than the others. The plots in these figures are no different from the others, they've

just been proportionally scaled so that their title would fit on the page.
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Left Stabilator failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Right Stabilator failing first: 10 runs1t
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Figure B-2 Double Failure Summary Plot - No Control Redistribution

Right Stabilator Failing First
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Summary Plot (with Mean +-Sigma) for a double failure with Left Flaperon failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +-Sigma) for a double failure with Right Flaperon failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Rudder failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Angle of Attack failing first: 10 runs
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Figure B-6 Double Failure Summary Plot - No Control Redistribution

Angle of Attack Sensor Failing First
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Pitch Sensor failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Normal Acceleration Sensor failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Roll Sensor failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +-Sigma) for a double failure with Yaw Sensor failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Lateral Acceleration Sensor failing first: 10 runs
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Appendix C

Double Failure Probability Plots for MMAE-based Block 40

with Scaled Control Redistribution

This appendix contains the probability plots of a simulation which was run with

Control Redistribution. Because of actuator rate saturation problems, the amount of

magnitude of the redistributed commands had to be scaled by varying amounts. The details

concerning this scaling are presented in Section 4.3.3. These plots can be compared to the

corresponding ones resulting from the no Control Redistribution simulations found in

Appendix B. As noted in Section 4.3.3.1, the various scale factors for these simulations

were chosen to provide an acceptable level of detection and detection lock, with a minimum

amount of redistribution reduction. These constraints were implemented so that the Control

Redistribution algorithm would provide the maximum amount of improvement in control

authority in the face of multiple component failures. With these criteria in mind, the reader

should not be concerned that some of the probability plots in this appendix do not show

significant improvement over those found in Appendix B; in fact, some simulations were

even slightly degraded.

As in Appendix B, each of the following probability summary plots is the result of

11 separate simulations. Each simulation is shown with a separate subplot, and each

subplot shows the mean of 10 Monte Carlo runs (solid line) and the ± one sigma value

(dotted line). The first subplot shown represents the probability of the Kalman filter which

hypothesizes a fully functional (FF) aircraft, and therefore should drop from one to zero

soon after the injection of the first failure at one second. The remaining 11 represent

simulations in which the first failure (injected at one second) is combined with a particular

secondary failure (injected at two seconds). The exception to this is the location which, by
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this convention, would be showing the double failure of the same component (an

impossible scenario). In this location, the probability plot for the Kalman filter which

represents the first failure, with no secondary failure, is presented. The simulation for this

subplot is usually chosen as the simulation shown in the next consecutive subplot, with the

exception of the first failure being the rudder (rud = last actuator), which utilizes the

simulation for the lateral acceleration sensor (ay) as the second failure, and the first failure

being the lateral acceleration sensor (a-y = last sensor), which utilizes the simulation for the

pitch sensor (q) as the second failure.

Note that because of relatively long titles, some of the figures in this section are

scaled to a slightly smaller size, the most notable being Figure C-8. The plots in these

figures are no different from the others, they've only been proportionally scaled to fit the

margins of the page.
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Left Stabilator failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Right Stabilator failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Left Flaperon failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Right Flaperon failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +-Sigma) for a double failure with Rudder failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Angle of Attack failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Pitch Sensor failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Normal Acceleration Sensor failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +-Sigma) for a double failure with Roll Sensor failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +/- Sigma) for a double failure with Yaw Sensor failing first: 10 runs
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Summary Plot (with Mean +-Sigma) for a double failure with Lateral Acceleration Sensor failing first: 10 runs
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Appendix D
Output Plots of Double Failures

This appendix contains output plots for the analysis of double failures of the VISTA F- 16using a standard Block 40 controller preceded by an MMAE algorithm, both with and withoutcontrol redistribution. Plots represent simulations which were performed using separate pitch, rolland yaw doublet inputs. Specific analysis of these plots can be found in Section 4.3.

This appendix is structured into three sections, each representing the response of the systemto a either a pitch, roll or yaw doublet. Each section is subdivided into a simulation which does notutilize Control Redistribution, and one that does. Each of these subdivisions contains ten plots, onefor each actuator double failure combination, and each plot contains 15 subplots representing thevarious longitudinal (first column) and lateral (second column) output variables of the system, along
with the output positions of the five actuators (third column).

The subplots are once again further subdivided into two separate traces. The first traceshows the mean of the responses from 10 Monte Carlo runs of the simulation against a fullyfunctional aircraft. This trace is represented by a dashed line, and its ± one sigma value is shownwith a dashed dotted line. Note that if the variance is small, these lines will coincide and appear assolid. The second trace represents the mean of the responses from 10 Monte Carlo runs during theparticular double failure combination. This trace is represented by a solid line, with the + one sigma
value shown by a dotted line.
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Right Stabilator & Left Flaperon Failure
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